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Turning ideas into achievements
 
On the cover: The Supermileage Vehicle achieved 1,902 mpg to win the U.S. Shell Eco-Car Challenge. The 
team members included: (standing from left) Tom Heckel, Vann Chau, faculty advisor Dr. Peter Schuster, 
faculty advisor Dr. Joe Mello, and Josh Kempenaar; and (kneeling from left) Kevin Fang, Jason Kempenaar, 
David Ulrich, Mike Kerns, and Estevan Negrete. 
Each year, dozens of projects like the Supermilage Vehicle are designed and built in the Bonderson Projects 
Center (photo at top). 
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Message from the Dean
 
Dr. Mohammad Noori, Dean of the College of Engineering stands in the beautiful new Engineering Plaza with 
Engineering IV in the background. 
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 When I began my tenure as dean, I entered a construction zone. The 
Bonderson Projects Center, Engineering IV and the Plaza consisted of mud 
and steel girders, but in less than two years, the blueprints have come to 
life—and we couldn’t be more excited. 
Excited, of course, to move into sparkling new, state-of-the-art facilities, to 
watch students grow their projects and stretch their imaginations as they 
take over the Bonderson Center workshops. 
But we’re even more excited about the potential our new campus holds. 
More than giving us room to expand, these cutting-edge facilities give us 
the opportunity to lead the nation in engineering education. 
We intend to create an engineering program that can address new global 
challenges and meet the needs of a changing social landscape. To help 
design the blueprint for this vision, I’ve called upon the Dean’s Advisory 
Council, faculty and staff. Together, we’ve taken up the inspiring but ardu­
ous task of writing a new strategic plan for the college. 
A few key goals and concepts have emerged. Perhaps first and foremost 
is our steadfast dedication to Cal Poly’s hallmark hands-on, project-based 
learning, and we remain committed to expanding our strong partnerships 
with industry. 
Also clear is the need to expose students to an interdisciplinary perspec­
tive and to emphasize the impact of technology on society. Development 
of a cross-college freshman experience that has a strong service-learning 
component is one way to address these goals, with the added benefit of 
helping to recruit and retain more women and underrepresented stu­
dents, which is imperative. 
To respond to the needs of industry and society, while building on our 
own institutional strengths, we have started identifying possible “thrust” 
areas for the college, including sustainable energy systems, air and space 
transportation systems, bio-engineering, engineering education, and 
engineering innovation. 
To accomplish these ends, we must overcome barriers between depart­
ments and facilitate more multidisciplinary capstone and senior design 
projects. We see the Project Based Learning Institute as a principal catalyst 
in this effort, and we’re delighted that this centralized conduit for industry 
sponsored student projects and faculty applied research has already gen­
erated membership commitments from partner companies. 
As we move forward, we welcome your input and feedback. Certainly, we 
cannot fulfill our mission and vision without the support of loyal alumni, 
generous friends and industry partners, and outstanding and devoted 
faculty and staff. 
Dr. Mohammad Noori, Dean 
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Dean’s Advisory Council
 
Message from Paul R. Bonderson, Jr. 
Last June, I was privileged to give the commencement address at Cal Poly’s graduation. 
I was particularly honored because my daughter Trisha was a member of the graduating 
class. Although I don’t normally embrace public speaking, I found that the speech gave 
me the opportunity to clarify the important lessons of my life. 
I realized that three of the primary things I have learned throughout my life and career 
have to do with learning, passion, and giving—which describe my relationship to Cal 
Poly as an alumnus, volunteer, and donor. And I can say, unequivocally, that my involve­
ment with the university is both deeply satisfying and immensely enjoyable. 
When I graduated, I had a set of skills that allowed me to start my career. But Cal Poly 
gave me more. My education instilled me with a thirst for knowledge, a desire for life­
long learning and the basics of how to learn. These are truly the keys to success. As an 
alumnus, I am ever more grateful to Cal Poly for making me a life-long learner and I want 
to make sure that this university continues to enlighten future generations with this 
important value. 
My next big life-lesson was recognizing the importance of pursuing your passion. My 
passion, I’ve realized, is building things. Whether it’s a circuit board, a high speed switch, 
a company, a wetland habitat, or a family, I just love to build things! So my passion 
combined with my strong feelings about Cal Poly and engineering education led me to 
build a project center for the College of Engineering and to invest my time as a volunteer 
building the university. 
The third lesson is about giving. Looking back, I realize the importance of those who 
were willing to give me their all, to share their knowledge and their time—professors 
who went the extra mile for my last paper, my senior project. So, now it’s my turn to 
contribute and to give back. Through my volunteer work and through gifts Sandi and I 
have made to Cal Poly, I’d like to think that I’ve benefited students, supported faculty and 
enabled the school to keep in touch with industry. 
I have found my relationship to Cal Poly as an alum, volunteer and donor to be personal­
ly rewarding and, above all, fun! I’d like to thank all the donors listed in this publication for 
their support, and I’d like to encourage all fellow alumni to join me in building something 
extraordinary: a College of Engineering that will do for future engineers—perhaps your 
own daughter or son—what it did for you and me. 
Paul R. Bonderson, Jr., Co-chair 
Dean’s Advisory Council 
–  –
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 CENG Highlights 
2006-2007 Highlights 
•	 The College of Engineering (CENG) was ranked No.  in 
the nation for public schools whose highest degree is 
a bachelor’s or master’s by U.S. News & World Report. Cal 
Poly’s electrical and industrial/manufacturing programs 
were ranked as the top at a public university. Computer 
Science ranked No. , and Aerospace ranked No. . 
U.S. News also named Cal Poly as the best public-master’s 
university in the West for the th year in a row and 
recognized the university as a Program to watch for 
Undergraduate research/Creative Programs.  
•	 In Fall 00, CENG enrolled ,0 undergraduates and 
 graduate students, admitting .9% of the ,9 new 
student applicants. The average SAT for freshmen was 
,0 (math and reading); the average high school GPA for 
the class was .9. 
•	 The Bonderson Projects Center opened, providing ,900 
square-feet of specialized space for faculty and student 
projects. 
•	 The Project Based Learning Institute, which offers a 
centralized conduit for industry sponsored student 
projects and faculty applied research, received two 
industry memberships and pledges from six additional 
companies. 
•	 Engineering IV was completed, providing 0,000 square 
feet for mechanical, industrial and manufacturing, civil and 
environmental, and aerospace engineering programs. 
•	 A new Dean’s Advisory Council convened with more 
than 0 representatives, including university presidents, 
coporate CEOs, engineering deans, entrepreneurs, 
distinguished researchers, and a former congresswoman. 
•	 Donors Dale Nix and Don Heye provided new scholarships, 
including five $000 scholarships for freshmen and a 
$,00 merit-based grant to an entering or current 
student. The scholarships are distinct in being renewable 
for up to four years. 
•	 A $00,000 gift from Paul Bonderson (EE ’) established 
the Bonderson Fellowships providing two five-year 
scholarships for students earning master’s-doctoral 
degrees at Cal Poly and UC Santa Barbara in biomedical 
and materials engineering. 
•	 Engineering student scholarships increased from $0,000 
per year in 00-0 to $0,000 for Fall 00, including 
$0,000 for freshman recruitment. 
•	 Cal Poly, Seoul National University of Technology and 
six other universities from around the world established 
a partnership to address the future of engineering 
education. 
•	 The Engineering Plaza was completed. 
•	 A significant increase and expansion of outreach activities 
included service learning programs in several departments 
and a new engineering summer camp for girls. 
•	 Donald E. Bently, president of the Bently Pressurized 
Bearing Company, received an honorary degree of Doctor 
of Science. His support to the college included $ million 
in 00 to establish the Bently Center for Engineering 
Innovation. 
Student Team Achievements 
•	 The CubeSat program launched two picosatellites from 
the Baikonur Cosodrome. AERO graduate students 
traveled to Kazakhstan to assist in launch preparations. 
•	 For the fifth straight year, Cal Poly’s Society of Women 
Engineers (SWE) was named the nation’s best “large” 
student section. The group also took nd for Team Tech. 
•	 The Cal Poly Supermileage Team won the U.S. Shell Eco-
Car Challenge by achieving an astounding ,90 miles per 
gallon. 
•	 A CENG multidisciplinary design team was selected as 
one of three North American winners of the Enhanced 
Safety of Vehicles International Collegiate Student Safety 
Technology Design Competition for its Pre-Crash Sensing 
Demonstration System. 
•	 Cal Poly’s Society of Civil Engineers placed fifth at the 
National Concrete Canoe Competition. 
•	 Engineers Without Borders undertook projects on two 
continents, working to improve  conditions in Nueva Vida, 
Nicaragua, and rebuild a struggling community on the 
Indonesian island of Nias. 
•	 The Cal Poly Human Powered Vehicle Club (HPV) won 
st place in the female sprints,  st in men’s and women’s 
mixed sprints, rd in design, and nd place overall at the 
00 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
HPV Competition 
•	 Cal Poly’s ASME (American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers) won the Ingersoll Rand Competition for the 
West Coast Region for the tenth year in a row. 
–  –
 
 Student Success 
•	 ME senior Todd Maki served 
as Associated Students Inc. 
(ASI) president. 
•	 EE student Jessica Kiefer 
received a $0,000 
scholarship from Google for 
her efforts to inspire young 
women to consider careers 
in engineering. 
Faculty 
Achievements 
•	 Dr. Diana Franklin 
(computer science) 
received a five-year, 
$00,000 NSF Early Career 
Development (CAREER) 
Grant. 
•	 Dr. Lynne Slivovsky (electrical 
and computer engineering) 
was named a Faculty Fellow 
in the Service Learning 
for Political Engagement 
Program. 
•	 Dr. Trevor Harding (materials engineering) was one of 
three researchers from Cal Poly, University of Michigan and 
Lawrence Technological University, to receive a three-year 
NSF grant for a curriculum innovation project. 
•	 Drs. Jianbiao Pan (industrial engineering), Albert Liddicoat 
(computer engineering) and James Harris (electrical 
engineering) were awarded a $99,00 NSF grant to 
incorporate multidisciplinary, project-based learning in the 
computer engineering curriculum. 
•	 Helene Finger, WEP director, was awarded a Doctoral 
Scholars Fellowship by UC Santa Barbara and an NSF 
Graduate Research Fellowship. 
•	 Drs. Mei-Ling Liu (computer science) and Jose Macedo 
(industrial and manufacturing engineering) were named 
Fulbright Scholars. 
•	 Dr. Dan Biezad (aerospace) received Cal Poly’s 
Distinguished Scholarship Award. 
Clockwise from top: Concrete Canoe team places fifth. Engineering Plaza gets 
finishing touches. Human Powered Vehicle earns second place overall at the 
ASME’s HPV competition. CubeSat launches two picosatellites. 
Alumni Success
•	  Paul R. Bonderson, Jr. (EE ’) received an honorary degree 
of Doctor of Science in recognition of his support of 
project-based learning. He and his wife Sandra established 
the Bonderson Projects Center with a gift of $. million. 
•	 Rick Sturckow (ME ’) commanded Space Shuttle Atlantis 
on a mission to the International Space Station. 
•	 Burt Rutan (AERO ’), and British entrepreneur Richard 
Branson announced plans to carry “tourists” to space on 
Virgin Galactic. 
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AERO 
Aerospace Engineering 
•	 Seven picosatellites, including two Cal Poly CubeSats, were 
successfully launched into space on April  from the 
Baikonur Cosodrome in Kazakhstan. The CubeSats were 
deployed by Cal Poly-built P-Pods, which were affixed to 
the Dnepr-LV rocket with the assistance of AERO grad 
students Roland Coehlo, Lori Brooks, and Jonathon Brown. 
•	 Design expert Dr. Robert McDonald joined the 
department. 
•	 U.S. News & World Report named Cal Poly AERO third in the 
nation for undergraduates. 
•	 Dr. Dan Biezad received Cal Poly’s Distinguished 
Scholarship Award. 
•	 AERO faculty, including Drs. Eric Mehiel and Rob 
McDonald, worked with inaugural Project Based Learning 
Institute (PBLI) members, Edwards AFB and Northrop 
Grumman, to develop specifications for several PBLI 
projects. 
•	 The Boeing Company, Edwards AFB, JPL, Lockheed Martin, 
Northrop Grumman, and Raytheon provided generous 
support for the CubeSat Project and senior design courses. 
•	 The department opened new design studios and a 
distance learning facility in Engineering IV, and got the 
new flight simulator up and running. 
•	 The first group of ten students graduated from the 
Space Systems Master’s Program, the distance-learning 
program offered in collaboration with Lockheed Martin in 
Sunnyvale. 
•	 The AERO Design Symposium was held in the new 
Engineering IV facilities with upwards of 00 industry 
attendees. 
•	 Cal Poly participated in the 00 Cessna Aircraft Company/ 
Raytheon Missile Systems Student Design/Build/Fly 
competition in Tucson, AZ, along with teams from all over 
the U.S., Scotland and Turkey. 
•	 Under the guidance of Dr. Rob McDonald, students 
Jennifer Chan, Bryan Morrisey and Chaz Morantz entered 
the Raytheon Strike Weapons Competition. The team was 
selected to compete at the finals held in Tucson, AZ. 
•	 Students founded the Cal Poly Unmanned Aerial Systems 
club. The team goal is to build an autonomous aircraft that 
will guide itself back to earth after being carried aloft to 
00,000 feet by weather balloon, and to photograph its 
journey home.
•	 AERO students contributed to multidisciplinary team 
projects, including the Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) Formula car and the Human Powered Vehicle. 
– 0 –
 
 Program Highlights
 
•	 More industry leaders recruited BME/GENE students for 
coops, internships and full-time employment, including 
St. Jude Medical, Abbott, Alcon Labs, Boston Scientific, 
Advanced Bionics, and Edwards Life Sciences. 
•	 Lisa Wertenberg was named college-wide Outstanding 
Graduating Senior for Contributions to the College of 
Engineering. 
•	 BME honors student and Team Tech co-director Emily 
Hakun was named an Outstanding Woman in Engineering 
& Technology. 
•	 Administrative assistant Sondra Gorman received the 00
CENG Outstanding Staff Award. 
BMED/GENE
Biomedical & General 
Engineering 
•	 Dr. Robert Crockett was named interim 
department chair. 
•	 Dr. Robert Szlavik joined the department, 
bringing an expertise in neural-modeling. 
•	 Undergraduate BME majors almost doubled 
to , and General Engineering enrollment 
was close to 00. Likewise, both biomedical 
and general engineering graduate programs 
grew. 
•	 The strong master’s degree program, now 
with close to 0 students on-campus and 
off-site at St. Jude Medical, awarded eight 
diplomas to its first distance-learning enrollees. 
•	 00-0 set the stage for tremendous departmental 
growth—it was the first year that every BME course in the 
catalogue was offered. 
•	 In response to the increasing complexity of engineering 
and needs of industry, the department is developing 
more individualized courses of study in areas such as 
alternative energy sources, technology management, and 
engineering entrepreneurship. 
•	 Meditech transitioned from a pilot program with St. 
Jude, to a biomedical engineering consortium with three 
industry partners: St. Jude, Edwards Life Sciences, and 
Advanced Bionics. Consortium members provide real 
world projects for multidisciplinary teams of students 
working on senior projects or master’s degree theses. The 
students undertake the applied research in an industrial 
environment replicated in on-campus departmental 
facilities. 
•	 Student-committed Department-Based Academic Fees 
and the California Central Coast Research Partnership 
(CRP) provided funds for a new tissue engineering lab. 
The facility enabled a project in which faculty and students 
from BME, Animal Sciences and the Dairy Products 
Technology Center are developing three-dimensional 
scaffolds to grow functional mammary epithelial cells. 
–  –
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CE/ENVE
Civil & Environmental 
Engineering 
•	 Dr. Gregg Fiegel was named department chair. 
•	 Drs. Tryg Lundquist and Sudeshna Mitra joined the 
department. 
•	 The department launched a new Web site at 
www.ceenve.calpoly.edu. 
•	 Professor Emeritus Harold Cota received the Charles W. 
Gruber Association Leadership Award for service to the Air 
& Waste Management Association. 
•	 Dr. Robb Moss and co-authors won the American Society 
of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Middlebrooks Award, the group’s 
highest honor for published work. 
•	 Dr. Gregg Fiegel won the 00 ASCE Region 9 “Faculty 
Advisor of the Year” for mentorship of Cal Poly’s Society of 
Civil Engineers. 
•	 Kiewit Pacific sponsored the newly refurbished Kiewit Civil 
Engineering Materials Laboratory, enhancing CE’s project- 
and design-centered curriculum. 
•	 The National Science Foundation awarded Cal Poly 
$90,00 to acquire an 0,000 lb. capacity materials 
testing machine, which will serve as the centerpiece of 
the department’s new Pavement and Advanced Materials 
Laboratory. 
•	 New CE/ENVE labs opened in Engineering IV, 
including CAD-equipped Smart Rooms, the Advanced 
Computational Mechanics Lab, and the Advanced Water 
Resources Lab. 
•	 The Society of Civil Engineers placed third in the 00
Pacific Southwest Regional Conference (PSWRC), and Cal 
Poly’s Concrete Canoe paddled to th in the nation at the 
National Concrete Canoe Competition. 
•	 Cal Poly Society of Environmental Engineers (SENVE) 
placed nd at the ASCE Water Treatment from Your 
Kitchen…and Beyond competition. 
•	 SLOMobility won the “City of the Future” contest with a 
design for a transportation system for the Los Angeles of 
0. 
•	 Engineers Without Borders (EWB) continued its work in 
Thailand and undertook two new projects. The group will 
redesign the water storage system for the community 
health clinic in Nueva Vida, Nicaragua, will also help 
redevelop two communities in Indonesia that remain 
devastated by the 00 Indian Ocean tsunami. 
•	 Rachel Severn was named college-wide Outstanding 
Graduating Senior for Contributions to the University, and 
Patricia Compas received the college-wide Outstanding 
Graduating Senior Award for Service to the Community. 
•	 EWB co-founder Patricia Compas was named an 
Outstanding Woman in Engineering & Technology. 
•	 ENVE senior Cash Fitzpatrick won a $000 award for 
“Use of AERMOD and Google Earth,” a paper submitted 
for the 00th Anniversary Meeting of the Air and Waste 
Management Association. 
•	 Shawna Von Stockhausen won a Best Paper presentation 
award from the Association of Engineering Geologists. 
•	 The CE/ENVE Industrial Advisory Board presented its 00
"Professional Advancement Awards" to Cash Fitzpatrick 
(Environmental) and Phaidra Rice (Civil). 
–  –
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CPE 
Computer Engineering 
•	 Dr. Al Liddicoat was appointed program director. 
•	 Robotics expert Dr. Chris Clark (CSC/CPE) joined the 
faculty. 
•	 Dr. Diana Franklin (CSC/CPE) received a five-year, $00,000 
NSF Early Career Development (CAREER) Grant. 
•	 Dr. Lynne Slivovsky was named Faculty Fellow for the 
California Campus Compact - Carnegie Foundation: 
Service-Learning for Political Engagement Program. 
•	 The program enrolled  freshmen, bringing the total 
program enrollment close to 00. 
•	 The CPE Capstone Lab was upgraded with funds provided 
by Bert and Candace Forbes. 
•	 NSF funded a $0,000 research infrastructure proposal by 
Dr. Franklin for a -processor computer cluster that will 
benefit CPE , AERO CSC and ME. 
•	 Drs. Al Liddicoat, Jianbiao Pan (IME), and James Harris 
(EE) received an NSF grant to enhance multidisciplinary, 
project-based learning in computer engineering. 
•	 Faculty undertook sponsored projects with numerous 
industry and government partners, including the Jet 
Propulsion Lab, Caltrans, Raytheon, Cisco, and Google.  
•	 CPE capstone projects were expanded to include 
multidisciplinary, sponsored, and service learning 
projects. For example, Dr. Lynne Slivovsky directed a 
multidisciplinary project facilitated by alumnus Kelly 
McClure (CPE ’9) and sponsored by Second Sight 
Medical Products to design a test device for use in the 
development of prosthetic retinas. 
•	 CPE teams swept Roborodentia at Open House with st, 
nd, and rd place winners. 
•	 Senior Duane Howard participated in a multidisciplinary 
team that represented North America at the Enhanced 
Safety of Vehicles International Collegiate Student Safety 
Technology Design Competition in Lyon, France. 
•	 Dr. David Atkins, deputy program executive for NASA's 
Lunar Precursor Robotic Program, gave the keynote 
address at the CPE Banquet, where Kelly McClure (CPE 
’9) received the Excellence in Computer Engineering 
Award. 
•	 Outstanding EE students for 00 included Jonathan 
Gandi (Academic Excellence), Derek Lockhart and Steven 
Cary (Excellence in Representing CPE), and David Arellano 
(Service to the Community). 
•	 Students named Bryan Mealy “Outstanding CPE Lab 
Instructor,” Diana Franklin “Outstanding CPE Advisor,” and 
John Seng “Outstanding CPE Instructor.” 
•	 James Harris, David Braun, and Lynne Slivovsky received 
CPE Directors Awards. 
•	 Freshman Jeremy Riddell-Kaufman organized “00,000 
Faces,” which had a national impact on raising awareness 
of the violence in Darfur. 
•	 Administrative assistant Rhonda Walker received the CENG 
Outstanding Staff Award. 
•	 CPE thanks faculty retirees Lew Hitchner, Marty Kaliski, Len 
Myers, and Dan Stearns for  combined years of service to 
Cal Poly. 
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•	 A team of software and computer engineering students, 
including Alexandre Mattos, Aaron Favinger, Kyle Haughey, 
Ryan Murphy and Tawa White, was one of three winners of 
grants from Innovation Quest for their project, “Brew KVM 
– Game Porting from JME to Brew Cellular Phones.” 
•	 CSC contributed to the successful launch of Cal Poly 
CubeSats into orbit with student-written software 
developed under the direction of Dr. Clark Turner. 
•	 Graduate student Christine Le was named an Outstanding 
Woman in Engineering & Technolgy. She served as 
president of the Association for Computing Machinery and 
social coordinator for the Vietnamese Student Association. 
CSC/SE
Computer Science & Software 
Engineering 
•	 Dr. Ignatios Vakalis joined the department as chair. 
•	 New faculty included assistant professors Dr. John Bellardo, 
Dr. Chris Clark, and Dr. David Janzen. 
•	 U.S. News & World Report named Cal Poly’s computer 
program second in the nation for public, largely 
undergraduate universities. 
•	 Dr. Diana Franklin won a five-year, $00,000 NSF Early 
Career Development (CAREER) Grant. 
•	 The department advanced curriculum development in 
new areas, including parallel programming, scientific 
visualization, computational science/modeling, and 
interactive entertainment. These represent growing fields 
of computing and capitalize on partnerships with industry, 
such as game development companies and DreamWorks. 
•	 Dr. Chris Clark worked on developing a multidisciplinary 
master’s degree program in Robotics/Autonomous 
Systems.
•	 The department replaced and upgraded computer 
hardware, software, workstations and servers. In addition, 
Dr. Franklin received a $0,000 NSF grant to acquire a ­
processor “Ravel” computer cluster. 
•	 Faculty received grants for applied research: Dr. Clark 
received funds for mapping of underwater tunnels 
and autonomous underwater robot systems; Dr. John 
Clements joined colleagues at multiple institutions on 
an $00,000 NSF project to redesign the introductory 
computer curriculum; Dr. Franz Kurfess was awarded an 
NSF grant for a multidisciplinary honors student project 
on human-robot interaction; and Dr. John Seng obtained 
funds from Raytheon and Teradyne for RoboRodentia, the 
IEEE-CS club project. 
•	 CSC partnered with Intuit on the University Collaboration 
Project in which students developed a payroll web 
application for company employees. 
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EE 
Electrical Engineering 
•	 Dr. Art MacCarley was named chair, replacing Mike Cirovic, 
who returned to full-time teaching after serving in that 
position for six years. 
•	 U.S. News & World Report named Cal Poly’s electrical 
engineering program first in the nation for public, largely 
undergraduate universities. 
•	 Enrollment in the EE master’s degree program increased 
to more than 0, nearly 0% of the overall department 
enrollment. Forty-three of those graduate students were 
Joint BS/MS Honors Program candidates. 
•	 Dr. Lynne Slivovsky was named a Faculty Fellow in Service 
Learning for Political Engagement, a program sponsored 
by the California Campus Compact and the Carnegie 
Foundation. 
•	 In her first year as the Hood Endowed Professor, Dr. 
Slivovsky conducted technical research in embedded 
systems and haptic (touch-based) interfaces. She also 
incorporated service learning into her capstone design 
class and required K- outreach from all of her senior 
project students. 
•	 Dr. Xiaozheng Zhang received a $0,000 Wang 
Faculty Fellowship, which will enable her international 
collaboration with Shanghai Jiao Tong University. 
•	 EE professors Drs. Al Liddicoat and James Harris, along with 
Dr. Jianbiao Pan (IME), received a $00,000 NSF grant to 
enhance multidisciplinary, project-based learning in the 
computer engineering curriculum. 
•	 Lecturer Silvia Liddicoat served on the Steering 
Committee for STEMCAP, the collaborative action plan to 
boost K-University participation in science, technology, 
engineering and math. STEMCAP is supported by a 
WIRED (Workforce Innovation in Regional Economic 
Development) grant from the U.S. Department of Labor. 
•	 The department developed a multidiscipline, team 
approach to senior projects and launched a successful 
pilot program for electrical/mechanical engineering joint 
projects. Some of these projects included a Light Weight 
Portable X-Ray System, a Human Bike Power Generator, 
Optical Vector Network Analysis, and a Repetition Counter 
for Exercise Systems. 
•	 EE students elected to use their Department-Based 
Academic Fees to provide additional course offerings.      
•	 Erin Matsumoto, a  + , B.A./M.A. student was named an 
Outstanding Woman in Engineering & Technology by the 
Society of Women Engineers. She serves as a teaching 
associate, college ambassador, chair of the EE Student Fee 
Allocation Committee and board member of the IEEE. 
•	 EE student Jessica Kiefer received the $0,000 Anita Borg 
Scholarship from Google in recognition of her efforts to 
inspire young women to consider careers in engineering. 
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IME 
Industrial and 
Manufacturing 
Engineering 
•	 U.S. News & World Report named Cal 
Poly’s industrial and manufacturing 
engineering program first in 
the nation for undergraduate 
universities. 
•	 Dr. Jose Macedo received a Fulbright 
Fellowship to undertake projects 
at the Technological University of 
Panama. 
•	 Dr. Sema Alptekin and Dean Phil Bailey (College of Science 
& Mathematics) received a $00,000 NSF grant for project-
based, interdisciplinary learning. Throughout the four-
year grant,  NSF-funded scholarships will be awarded 
annually to engineering and science and mathematics 
Honors Program students. 
•	 Dr. Jianbiao Pan, along with EE colleagues Albert 
Liddicoat and James Harris, received a $00,000 NSF 
grant to develop project-based learning for the computer 
engineering curriculum at Cal Poly. 
•	 Dr. Dan Waldorf received a $00,000 Small Business 
Innovative Research NSF grant with industry partner Scott 
Liu of Genius Metals to work on the design and testing of 
carbide cutting tools with alternative binder metals. 
•	 With the help of the Manufacturing Consortium, the 
department acquired a $0,000 coordinate measuring 
machine programmable for automated inspection. 
•	 Selected as one of the country’s best young engineers, Dr. 
Pan was invited to participate in the National Academy 
of Engineering's Frontiers of Engineering symposium. He 
also received the 00 Emerald Literati Network Award 
for the most outstanding paper published in a nationally 
respected journal.
•	 PolyHouse, the annual multidisciplinary service-learning 
project undertaken by Dr. Roya Javadpour's project 
management class, served a disabled community 
member while giving students hands-on experience in 
all aspects of planning and managing a technical project. 
The students raised more than $0,000 dollars for home 
improvements. 
•	 Students in Liz Schlemer’s IE class developed a brick press 
to address critical housing problems in Zambia—the 
course included a visit from Zambian ambassador, Inonge 
Mbikusita-Lewanika. Dr. Unny Menon, IE professor and 
interim assistant vice provost of academic programs, is 
helping the students take the product from prototype to 
reality. 
•	 Lecturer Rod Hoadley was issued a patent for his Dual-
Level Bicycle Rack designed with the help of IME students. 
•	 Dr. Roya Javadpour and the Persian Students Club 
facilitated a university-wide presentation by 00 Nobel 
Peace Prize recipient Shirin Ebadi. 
•	 Edward Clements won Best Student Poster at the 9th 
International Symposium on Microelectronics with “Design 
of a High Speed Data Acquisition System for Lead Free 
Solder Joint Drop Testing.” 
•	 Senior Jessica Eggleston received a Toyota Material 
Handling Honor Scholarship. She holds the fourth all-time 
career scoring record in Cal Poly Women’s Basketball, and 
was named Scholar-Athlete of the Year. 
•	 Susan Mooney Johnson (IE ’) was named College of 
Engineering’s 00 Honored Alum. 
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Program Highlights
 
•	 Amanda Runciman placed nd in the CSU Student 
Research Competition in the graduate engineering and 
computer science division for “The Effect of Hydrogen 
on the Atomic Structure and Behavior in Nickel Titanium 
Shape Memory Alloys.” 
•	 MATE students were recognized with scholarship awards: 
Senior Nicholas Vickers was awarded a scholarship from 
the Society of Vacuum Coaters Foundation, graduate 
student Katherine Miyashiro received the M.J. Schiff 
Fellowship Award sponsored by the National Association 
of Corrosion Engineers and Intel, graduate student 
Michael Leonard received a scholarship from SAMPE/ 
ASM, the Materials Professional Societies, and undergrad 
Casey Weathers received a USA Snowboard Association 
scholarship. 
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MATE 
Materials Engineering 
•	 Dr. Kathy Chen was appointed department chair. 
•	 Dr. Trevor Harding and post-doctoral scholar Dr. William 
Hughes joined the department. 
•	 Dr. Richard Savage received the Raytheon Excellence in 
Teaching and Applied Research Award. 
•	 Dr. Linda Vanasupa and MATE colleagues launched 
Educating Global Engineers (EdGE) with a five-year 
commitment by the College of Engineering to design 
learning experiences that enable engineers to serve 
society through innovation. 
•	 Facilities opened in Engineering IV, including a modernized 
metallography lab, a state-of-the-art classroom designed 
to support team-based learning, and a projects lab to 
enable curricular project-based learning. 
•	 A service learning emphasis was incorporated into the 
freshman sequence. As a result, students came away 
with a better understanding of the practical world of 
engineering and the freshman student retention rate 
increased. 
•	 NSF funded a four-year investigation by Dr. Trevor 
Harding and colleagues at the University of Michigan and 
Lawrence Technological University on 
the ethical development of engineering 
undergraduates. 
•	 Dr. Hughes received a grant from Cal Poly’s 
Office of Research & Graduate Programs 
to acquire a research-grade Atomic Force 
Microscope, enhancing the university’s 
materials characterization capability. 
•	 MATE Outreach Ambassadors were 
established and MATE students 
volunteered at numerous outreach 
events; in fact, approximately 0% of MATE 
students participated in K- outreach 
during National Engineers Week. 
•	 Graduate student Brian Wright won 
the Best Student Poster Award at the 
9th International Symposium on 
Microelectronics for “Assembly and 
Characterization of Surface Mount 
Components on Silicon Substrate.” 
Program Highlights
 
ME 
Mechanical Engineering 
•	 Dr. Brian Self, Dr. Patrick Lemieux and Dr. Tom Mase joined 
the department. 
•	 Dr. Joe Mello won the Northrop Grumman Excellence in 
Teaching Award. 
•	 Dr. Louis Rosenberg was honored as one of San Luis 
Obispo's “Top 0 Under 0.” 
•	 Visiting professors included Wolfgram Englberger from 
Munich University of Applied Sciences and Jim Tobias, 
founder of a chip emulation program. Tobias developed a 
course on building systems modeling using the Cal Poly 
Solar House. 
•	 Dr. Patrick Lemieux transformed the IC Engines Lab, and 
Drs. Bill Murray and John Ridgely revised and updated the 
mechatronics curriculum. 
•	 Dr. Jim Widmann initiated the biannual ME Projects Expo, 
which showcased 0 student projects, many of which 
were sponsored by industry. 
•	 ME faculty undertook research on a wide variety of 
subjects, including ethanol testing, advanced golf 
technologies, cartilage modeling, an energy efficient juice 
machine, bent rotor shaft modeling, student learning 
outcomes, engineering education experiments, vehicle 
pre-crash detection, robotic pattern recognition, advanced 
rocket nozzle thrust vectoring, and more. 
•	 The Flexible Fastener became available for licensing—the 
patented, bendable bolt was designed and built by ME 
students under the direction of Dr. Saeed Niku. 
• The Cal Poly Supermileage Team won the 
U.S. Shell Eco-Car Challenge with ,90 miles 
per gallon. 
•	 The Cal Poly Human Powered Vehicle Club 
(HPV) took st in female sprints, st in mixed 
sprints, rd in design, and nd place overall 
at the 00 American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) Human Powered Vehicle 
Competition. 
•	 Cal Poly ASME was the nation’s top student chapter, 
winning the Ingersoll-Rand Award for the 0th straight 
year. The group also placed nd in the Student Design 
Competition for presenting a human-powered water 
distillation system. 
•	 SAE International selected the Cal Poly Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE) as an “Outstanding Collegiate 
Branch” for 00-00. 
•	 Drs. Charles Birdsong and Peter Schuster led a 
multidisciplinary student design team that represented 
North America at the International Collegiate Student 
Safety Technology Design Competition in Lyon, France. 
•	 The Cal Poly Robotics Club won the RoboMagellan 
Competition at the International RoboGames with Spybot, 
an autonomous navigation vehicle. 
•	 Kyle Cormany was the college-wide Outstanding 
Graduating Senior for Academic Excellence. 
•	 Students David Ulrich, Nick Wile and Ryan Johnson 
traveled to Korea to take part in a design exhibition 
sponsored by Seoul National University of Technology. 
•	 ME senior Todd Maki served as Associated Students Inc. 
(ASI) president. 
•	 Rachel Santee was named an Outstanding Woman in 
Engineering & Technology. 
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Program Highlights
 
MEP 
Multicultural Engineering 
•	 MEP served over 00 Cal Poly students and 00 pre­
college students from the Central Coast area. 
•	 Silvia Liddicoat joined the program as the pre-college 
coordinator and recruiter/counselor. 
•	 MEP director David Cantu, was recruited to serve as 
the campus coordinator for PIQE, the Parent Institute 
for Quality Education, which is partnering with Cal Poly 
and the CSU to help parents support their children’s 
educational efforts in order to set them on the path to 
college.  
•	 With an 9% retention rate for first-year students, MEP hit a 
three-year average high comparable to the retention rate 
for the college as a whole. 
•	 Cal Poly’s MEP program received $0,000 from the U.C. 
Office of the President to offer the pre-college MESA 
Schools Program to low-income students and additional 
funds to host the 00 MESA Day event. 
•	 Cal Poly hosted the Regional MESA Day, which brought 
more than 0 students from  middle and 0 high 
schools to campus. More than 0 Cal Poly staff, faculty and 
student volunteers facilitated the event.  
•	 The program partnered with Lockheed Martin on outreach 
at Santa Maria High School. 
•	 Corporate sponsored scholarships totaling more than 
$,000 were awarded to approximately 0 students at 
the MEP Corporate Social and Academic Recognition 
Banquet. The event was made possible through generous 
contributions to MEP from Boeing, ChevronTexaco, 
Frito-Lay, Hewlett-Packard, Lockheed Martin, Northrop 
Grumman, PG&E, Raytheon, and Xerox. 
•	 Along with other regional universities, Cal Poly 
participated in a two-day MEP Leadership Workshop 
hosted by Northrop Grumman, Lockheed Martin, Disney 
Imagineering, and Frito Lay. Attendees included executive 
officers of campus professional societies, including SHPE, 
the Society of Black Engineers and Scientists (SBES), the 
American Indian Society of Engineers & Scientists (AISES), 
and the Society of Women Engineers (SWE), as well as 
corporate representatives. 
•	 Over  SHPE members participated in the NTCC 
conference in Denver, and SBES sent fifteen members to 
the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) conference 
in Columbus, OH. 
•	 Five Cal Poly SBES members are active with the NSBE 
regional board—two were elected and three were 
appointed to the regional posts. 
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Program Highlights
 
WEP 
Women’s 
Engineering 
•	 For the fifth straight year, Cal Poly 
Society of Women Engineers (SWE) 
was named the nation’s best “large” 
student section. Cal Poly also won the 
Membership Program Award, Best 
Collegiate Membership Recruitment 
Campaign, Collegiate Upgrade Award, 
Best Collegiate Section Website, Boeing 
Multicultural Program Award, and Best 
Region Collegiate Newsletter Award. 
•	 SWE Team Tech took second in the 
nation for the design of a jet engine inspection system, a 
project sponsored by Northrop Grumman. 
•	 With  members, Cal Poly SWE remained the largest 
student section in the nation. 
•	 Helene Finger, WEP director for nearly a decade, was 
awarded a Doctoral Scholars Fellowship by UC Santa 
Barbara and a National Science Foundation Graduate 
Research Fellowship. 
•	 Evening With Industry (EWI) featured a keynote speech by 
Violettee Brown, CEO of the Prophecy Consulting Group, 
and the awarding of $,00 in scholarships. 
•	 In cooperation with Hewlett-Packard, SWE named five 
Outstanding Women in Engineering and Technology, 
including Christine Le, master's student in computer 
science; Emily Hakun, honors student in biomedical 
engineering; Rachel Santee, honors student in mechanical 
engineering; Patricia Compas, civil engineering senior; 
and Erin Matsumoto, a  + , B.A./M.A. student in electrical 
engineering. 
•	 With the support of Lockheed Martin, WEP awarded two 
$00 scholarships to High School Shadow participants 
Jessica Gerard and Sheila Noii. 
•	 Committed to increasing the number of female engineers, 
WEP/SWE invited all accepted female engineering 
students to spend a night in the dorms with SWE hosts, 
and also sent a congratulatory video to women admitted 
to the College of Engineering. 
•	 Education efforts by SWE included Building An Engineer 
attended by 0 students and parents, th Grade 
Outreach during National Engineers Week, and Girl Scout 
Engineering Day, in which troops earned “Discovering 
Technology” badges. 
•	 Cisco, Google, and Raytheon provided funds to launch 
host Engineering Days at Cal Poly. WEP/SWE initiated the 
Summer 00 “day camp” to introduce engineering to local 
students. 
•	 SWE officer Kate Van Dellen helped organize the Minority 
Leadership Training Seminar hosted by Lockheed Martin 
and Northrop Grumman and attended by members of 
SWE, the American Indian Society of Engineers & Scientists 
(AISES), the Society of Black Engineers & Scientists (SBES), 
and the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE). 
•	 Cal Poly’s Joint Membership Program took off: SWE 
partnered with SHPE, AISES, and NSBE to offer a 0% 
discount for joint membership dues. SWE also created a 
diversity brochure. Cal Poly’s pilot program spurred similar 
efforts by the National SWE. In addition, numerous joint 
events resulted from the diversity partnership efforts, 
including social events, outreach activities, and seven 
industry tours. 
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Engineering Plaza Completion
 
Engineering students and faculty have a new place to meet, collaborate, and dream. Completed in 2007, the Engineering 
Plaza is bordered by the Bonderson Projects Center, Engineering IV, and the Advanced Technology Laboratories. 
Much of the Plaza costs were donated by you, our friends and alumni. The multidisciplinary activity and energy apparent in 
the new engineering hub show that your generosity provides a valuable and beautiful resource to the College of Engineering. 
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Dean’s Advisory Council
 
Kathleen Holmgren, Co-chair of the Dean’s Advisory Council, leans against with newly 
completed Engineering IV Building. The Engineering Plaza and the Bonderson Projects 
Building can be seen in the background. 
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 A Message from Kathleen Holmgren, Co-Chair 
When I arrived on campus as a freshman in 9, I could not know how 
large a part Cal Poly would play in my life. Not only would it help open the 
doors to a wonderfully challenging and fulfilling career, but I would also 
meet my future husband, Robert, a fellow major in industrial engineering. 
Years later, my daughter Allison enrolled and is now an IE junior, and my son 
Tom will be a freshman this fall. 
Why has my family made Cal Poly a legacy? Because we sincerely believe 
it offers the best well-rounded and comprehensive engineering education 
possible. We also know Cal Poly faculty have a passion for teaching, and 
we trust the vision of the college to produce engineers who can tackle the 
challenges and meet the needs of society. 
Over the past  years, my appreciation for Cal Poly has increased and I’ve 
become more and more active in helping advance the College of Engineer­
ing. In that time, I have seen Cal Poly grow from a totally State-dependent 
institution to a world-class university that must raise millions of dollars. 
As one looks around Cal Poly’s engineering campus, generosity is evident. 
Two new buildings have just been completed in the Engineering Plaza, one 
of which was entirely funded by Paul and Sandi Bonderson. In addition, the 
Advanced Technologies Laboratory (ATL) is outfitted with corporate-funded 
labs, and all departments have facilities supported by our industry part­
ners. Just this year, donors Dale Nix and Don Heye established new student 
scholarships; in fact, privately-funded scholarship support increased by 
more than 0% in 00-00. 
Yet, our challenge persists. To fulfill our vision as the nation’s premiere pro­
vider of engineers, we need to finish Engineering IV, equip the Bonderson 
Center, support faculty, provide scholarships, and develop the programs 
and curriculum that keep the college on the cutting edge. These costs, 
along with funding for student projects and organizations—which make Cal 
Poly unique as an educator—are not funded by the State of California. 
In this annual report, you’ll read the list of individuals and organizations that 
have answered the call. You have helped Cal Poly stay on top. To each and 
every one of you, thank you. Please know that a gift of any size will directly 
benefit Cal Poly students. 
Kathleen Holmgren (IE ’80), Co-chair 
Dean’s Advisory Council 
To discuss how to become involved with or support the College of Engineering, 
call Joe Donahoo or Donna Aiken, 805-756-6870 or 805-756-6601. 
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Corporate & Foundation Honor Roll
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Peter Kiewit Sons’, Inc. Warnes Paint & Wallcoverings MeridianDome Construction Donald F. Dickerson Associates 
Raytheon Company Wells Fargo & Company Corporation MicroComm Consulting Douglas Instruments Company 
Schweitzer Engineering Western Allied Corporation DSS Company Mid-Cal Payphones Duckworth Environmental Laboratories Wolseley Company Edison International Services Inc Miscellaneous Friends Donors 
The Boeing Company Zaharoni Industries, Inc Edwards Lifesciences Earth Systems Southwest Mission Controls Co Inc 
Wingate Foundation 
Entropy Consulting LLC Edward B. Ward & Company Montgomery Transfers 
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Fluor Enterprises Inc Oak Country Lumber & Ranch Humboldt Area Foundation Engineered By Murphy Ainsworth Associates SupplyHot Stix Golf LLC Kimley-Horn & Associates Inc Engineering Resources All Green Oliveria Engineering Regan Braun Law Office Loragen Corporation Mechanical Alternative Energy Concepts Inc Oltmans Construction Shell Oil Company Engineering Solutions-West Inc LSP Morro Bay, LLC American Standard Foundation Company 
The San Diego Foundation EOA IncMazzetti & Associates Inc Anheuser-Busch Companies Inc OneSource Closet & Storage 
Erhardt Engineering Melfred-Borzall Inc Anthony Valdez MD & Michelle Opitz Construction 
Evapco Inc Microsoft Corporation Remmes MD $5,000 to 9,999 PE Enterprises Inc 
Fairway Import-Export Inc Mitchell Family Foundation Inc Associated General Contractors American Iron & Steel Institute Performance Mechanical Inc 
of CA Fdn Fastenal N. Calif. Mechanical Contractors Bechtel Group Progressive Products 
Assoc. Baker Electric Inc Fidelity Investments 
Bilbro Construction Company Rafi Conditioning Corporation 
Nano Coating Systems LLC Barsotti’s Auto Care First Bank of San Luis Obispo 
Community Foundation of Robinson Sales Associates LLC 
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National Highway Traffic Safety Best Buy Fogg Design & Mfg. Co. Global Impact San Luis Kitchen Company Admin Blue Dolphin Engineering Fresno Area 7 Industry Trust Lam Research Corporation San Luis Mechanical Inc National Semiconductor Fund Bob’s Concrete Plumbing Morgan Stanley Scott Springfield Manufacturing NCFI Polyurethanes G.S. Engineering IncBP & Associates Inc Pacific Gas and Electric Inc 
Company Nestle USA Inc Brummel, Myrick & Associates Gaines & Gaines Servi-Tech Controls Inc 
New United Motor Gap Inc Peninsula Community Byrom - Davey Inc SiemensManufacturing Inc Foundation Gene Haas Foundation C. A. Lampman Associates, Inc. Sigma Quality Group Norman S. Wright Mechanical Teradyne Inc Glumac International CA Plumbing & Mech Equipment Silver Sage Engineering 
Wood Rodgers Inc Contractors Assoc Harlan Mechanical Systems 
Pacific Coast Kitchen and Bath Society for Technical 
Xerox Corporation California Space Authority Hitachi Global Storage Communication Postmark Inc Technology Capital Engineering Source California Energy Power Engineering Contractors Consultants Inc Hoffman Engineering Services Inc $1,000 to 4,999 Inc Cedar Creek Engineering Inc Hospira Inc Spansion IncProject Design Consultants A-1 Mobility Central Coast Landscape Humburg & Associates Inc. Stellar Solutions Foundation Prosource Wholesale Floor ACCO Engineered Systems Products Inc Hussmann Corporation Covering Telfer Consortium 
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The Dayton Foundation TKG Consulting Engineers Inc University of California-Los Valley Lighting William E. Barnes Consulting 
The Kimble Family Trust Toneman Music Inc Angeles W. T. Warden Companies Inc Wood-N-Peg Ranch 
The Parable 
Thomas C. Christensen PE 
TJM Properties 
Tsuchiyama Kaino Sun & Carter 
United Mechanical Inc 
US Air Conditioning Distributors 
Inc 
Valero Energy Corporation 
Washington Women’s 
Foundation 
Wepco Inc 
Yahoo! Inc 
Matching Companies
 
The following companies generously match the gifts to Cal Poly College of Engineering made by their employees. These companies are 
listed in descending order of dollars matched: 
Northrop Grumman Rockwell Collins American Standard Foundation HR Textron Inc 3M Company 
Corporation State Farm Companies Intech Machine Fabrication Johnson Controls Inc Dolby Laboratories Inc 
Lockheed Martin Corporation Foundation Toyota Motor North America Kimberly-Clark Corporation Johnson & Johnson Family of 
The Boeing Company Eli Lilly and Company Inc. Companies Logitech 
Chevron Corporation Philips Electronics North Vodafone Micron Technology, Inc. Nokia Inc 
America Corp Merck & Company Inc Cadence Design Systems Inc Office Depot Novellus Systems Inc 
Accenture Inc IBM Corporation Fair Isaac and Company Inc United Parcel Service of America QAD Inc
Oracle Corporation IncUnited Technologies Saint Jude Medical Foundation Science Applications 
Corporation Sempra Energy Pfizer Inc FMC Technologies Inc International Corp 
Agilent Technologies Inc Sun Microsystems Inc Hospira Inc Blue Shield of California Silicon Laboratories 
Bank of America Corporation Spansion Inc Adobe Systems Incorporated Stirling Enterprises LLC 
Raytheon Company Washington Group If you would like to learn more Amgen Inc Venoco Inc 
International about corporate matching Microsoft Corporation The Clorox Company Verizon Communications Inc. programs, or determine if your BP America, Inc. Xerox Corporation Computer Associates Gap Inc employer would match your 
Deutsche Bank Americas Pacific Gas and Electric International, Inc. gift to Cal Poly, please visit: MOOG IncFoundation Company Google Inc http://www.giving.calpoly. 
Paccar Inc Intel Corporation edu/matching 
Parker Hannifin Corporation Cisco Systems Inc 
PepsiCo Inc Edison International 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP National Semiconductor 
Seagate Technology Medtronic Inc 
Texas Instruments Inc Qualcomm Inc 
Alexander & Baldwin General Electric Company 
AT&T Corporation Rockwell Automation 
Ball Aerospace & Technologies Plains Exploration & Production 
IncCompany 
GenCorp Inc Printronix 
Lam Research Corporation Bechtel Group 
Tellabs Wells Fargo & Company 
Honeywell International, Inc. 
BAE Systems North America 
W.W. Grainger Inc 
Genentech Inc 
Capital One Services Inc 
Emerson Electric Company 
Juniper Networks 
The PIMCO Foundation 
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 Donor: Don Heye
 
An alumnus establishes a 
scholarship to see students 
through 
Don Heye believes in following 
through on a commitment. Not 
only has he offered scholarships 
that are renewable for up to four 
years—a first for the College 
of Engineering—but he is also 
personally committed to helping 
select the recipients of those 
scholarships. 
This year, the 1958 aerospace 
engineering alum established the 
Marvin Arnold & Irene Jaquetta 
Heye Scholarships, which will 
provide up to $17,500 per year to 
two Cal Poly engineering students. 
Named for Heye’s parents, the 
scholarships are administered 
through the San Diego Foundation. 
“I’m very proud of Cal Poly, and 
because I’ve reached a time in my 
life when I can provide help to 
others, I thought the scholarships 
were a good idea. I especially hope 
that the grants will encourage 
individuals to attend Cal Poly and 
become engineers. 
“So, I tried to find students who are dedicated to the Cal Poly approach. We had about 60 applicants and I 
reviewed them all and visited the two awardees. They were both selected by several prominent universities but 
chose Cal Poly because of its super reputation, and they are very enthusiastic about Aerospace Engineering.  
“Cal Poly’s reputation has been built on engineers who work in the field in hands-on engineering, people who 
do get things done.  I have high hopes for these two young people.” 
Don Heye’s own impact on industry has been considerable, starting with his first job at Ryan Aeronautical, 
where he did early testing for “short take-off,”“vertical take-off,” and unmanned aircraft. Along the way and 
at various companies, he helped develop gas turbines, components for the Saturn rocket engines and lunar 
landing module, and other systems for aerospace vehicles. In 1968, he founded Hyspan Precision Products Inc.  
Hyspan is a global manufacturer of industrial products operating four plants in the U.S. and one in Mexico. 
Don Heye with wife Paula. 
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Brian & Lisa Kramer Earl & Susan Ruby Donn & Jean Baker Michael & Nancy Durbin Jeffrey & Kathryn Janoff 
Bruce & Judith Kronmiller Teri & Steven Sartain Karen Bartleson John Durrenberger James Jensen 
Derek Lang Larry & Susan Sebastian Joseph Bayless Philip Dutton Krisda & Chalalai Jitpatima 
Robert & Rita Lang Julie & Russell Sharer Diana & Arthur Beckman Thomas & Susan Duval Gary Johnson 
Jeffrey & Mary Lantz Michael & Deborah Shepherd Thomas & Janet Bell John Ehret William Jones & Linda Hynson 
Steven Lau Cynthia Garretson Shurtleff & John & Vinnie Biberdorf Casey Elwell Jeffrey Jung 
Lydia Le Robert Shurtleff Phillip Biles Cole Eminger Celal Kaplan 
Phillip Lee Consuelo Sichon Charles & Diana Bishop Gerard Ezcurra Catherine & Robert Karcher 
Warren Luce Richard & Birgit Smith Benjamin & Jennifer Black Art Fernandez & Leah Stanley Randal & Kathy Keiser 
James Luddon Jr. Allan Soriano David & Rebecca Black Robert Ferraro Harold Kelso 
Harold & Audrey Mantle Matthew & Nancy South Jennifer & Paul Blackburn Alan Finney Lisa & Ryan Kennedy 
Edward & Ruthanne Marble Keleko Stahler Stanley Blois Michael Fiorito Ryan Kersting 
Audrey Marsalek Eric Stenson Brian & Jeannette Blomquist Scott Flake & Jane Luckhardt Bruce & Kristine Kimble 
William & Ann Marsalek Lawrence Sun Craig & Pat Boblitt Cynthia Foo & Daryl Craig & Ann Kingsbury 
Robert & Navarre Marshall David & Virginia Swendson Sugasawara John & Nancy Bouldry Thomas Kipp 
Andrew & Marilyn Mascsak Michael Thorsted Timothy & Tracy Ford Robert Bowman Rolf & Pamela Klibo 
George & Barbara Mason Dorothy Tillman William Gaines Bradford & Emily Boyes William LaFontaine Jr. 
Kevin & Cheryl Mather J. Andy & Patricia Tiura George & Audrey Garrels Patrick Boyle Roy & Kellie Larsen 
Robert Matsushige Matthew Truchinski Danea Gemmell Charles & Nada Breidinger William Larwood 
Peter & Aleida McAfee Peter Hon & Nga Truong Paul Gendron & Sherri Spears-William Brick A. Calvin & Suzanne Laws 
Gendron Jamie & Neal McDougal Diana Turlik George Burman Robert Layne 
Jason Geyer Kevin & Sandra McEntee Richard & Kittie Udd Robert & Ella Butler David Lees 
David & Shanda Gibbs Thomas McLean Bobbie & Paul Ueunten Heinz & Sharon Butner Calvin Leong 
Mark & Penny Gillette Todd Mendenhall Nannette Van Antwerp Frank & Kathryn Canova Jonathan Lew 
Carl Gobbo Elaine & Rick Menz Frank van Gilluwe Raphael Capon Robert Loo 
Matthew Goebel Lori Mizuguchi Tom & Catherine VanSlack William & Susan Carlson Edward Lopes 
Jane Gomery & Steve Pade Mark Montgomery Jacob & Katherine Verburg Carey & Clinton Carpenter Kevin Lopes 
Itsumi & Mary Goto James Moore Richard Vincent Walter & Jeannie Cecka Stephen Lopez & Molly 
John Grant Charles Motte Jr. Alexandra & Randall VonFeldt Morrison-Lopez Derek Chang & Stacey Lee 
Jon Gundersen David & Jill Muhs Kevin Walter Dale Lorincz James & Barb Chappell 
Anita Gursahani & Robert Hanel Cary Murakami Jackie & Todd Warden Lawrence Louie Boyd & Dorothea Chee 
Christopher & Heidi Hagler Stephen Murphy Donald & Jennifer Welch John & Wylie Lunsford Bae Chon 
John & Peggy Halcomb Larry Myrick Dale & Michelle White Cecilia & Sean Lyon William & Helena Chow 
Michael Hanlon Robert & Marcia Nelson Harry Wolf Philip & Carmen Martin Thomas & Elizabeth Christensen 
Ross & Susan Hannibal Daniel & Karen Nitta Wayne Womer Christopher McCollam Kevin Chung 
Philip Harmelink Timothy Ohm Dennis & Margaret Woodrich Larry & Nancy McCracken John & Judith Connely 
David & Tracy Hartman Brian Okamoto David Wright Kevin McGourty Rick Cooper 
Peter Haug Robert Parry Fred & Helene Wright Kevin & Patricia McGrath Rory & Rosemarie Cooper 
Roger Hawkins Frank Paton Eric Yang Evan & Lisa McMasters Steven Cooper & Clara Martinez 
Bret & Jessica Heintz Marlene & Robert Pearson Russell & Alice Yensen David McMillan Marc & Carrie Cope 
Karen & Ross Heitkamp Richard & Jane Peattie Christopher McNichols Ralph Crosby 
Debra Henderson David & Shannon Perdue Otto Melara Jr. $250 to 499 Nancy & Richard Croxall 
Clifton & Rose Mary Highman Paul & June Pitt Richard & Judy Miliauskas June & Michael Cruz Steven & Cindy Aaron James & Rebecca Hillmann Lori & Steven Plummer Christian Miller Edward & Maxine Czisny Jack & Albena Acampora Angela Ho David Pohl Michael & Veronica Miller Carlotta & Robert Dathe Michael Agostino James & Marjorie Hodel Robert Potter & Teri Tarshis William Miller Kirk & Nancy Davidson David & Erin Ainsworth Richard & Nancy Holzer Stephen Reade Thomas Mitch Brenda Dennahower Brian & Tamara Alexander Kenny Hom Leonard & Phuong Reder Verner Mize Daniel Dennies John & Ann Algeo Carolyn & Reed Hornberger Joseph Rehrmann Shean MonahanBrian & Cynthia DerMatoian Beth & Thomas Anderson Mitchell Hsu Marilyn & Steven Reiter Arthur Moon & Carla Keefe Michael Desmond Kathryn Anderson Janet & Scott Humburg Ruth Renihan Nathan Moore Robert Dinovo 
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Scholarship Recipient
 
Alex Chin 
Aerospace Engineering 
National Science Foundation Scholarship
“I became sold on Cal Poly when I visited Open House 
and found all the students so knowledgeable and 
happy to be here. I was especially impressed with 
the CubeSat program. Now I’m a CubeSat program 
manager—it was surreal the night our Polysats were 
launched into orbit from Kazakhstan this spring. We 
didn’t have a visual link-up, but we sat listening by 
the phone with our fingers crossed and everyone just 
erupted into cheers when the CubeSats made orbit. It 
was so great to realize all the hard work paid off. 
“Cal Poly has met my expectations and then some. I 
really appreciate the opportunities it has given me, 
including involvement in CubeSat. And thanks to Dr. 
Sema Alptekin and the Honors Program, I received 
an NSF grant to study algorithms for low-powered 
satellites.” 
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Andrew Moya 
Dan Muhlfelder 
Lee & Janann Nakamura 
Darrell Naruto 
Daniel & Deborah Need 
Melvin Nelson 
David Nevarez Jr. 
David & Sharon Newcomer 
Brian & Susyn Normington 
David Norris 
Jeffrey Okamoto 
Glenn Oliveria 
Dorothy & Patrick Ota 
Lee Owens 
Connie & Mark Paine 
Robert Parker 
Almont Pawlowski 
Allen & Martha Paxton 
Salud Perez 
Julie Petersen 
Kevin & Anastasia Peterson 
Dennis & Sherry Phillips 
James & Toni Phillips 
Harry & Marjorie Pursel 
Walter Pyle & Gloria 
Randriakoto 
Allan & Millie Quan 
Everett Reed 
Michael & Theresa Regan 
Michelle Remmes & Anthony 
Valdez 
Rex Ridenoure 
Christopher & Julie Ridley 
Gail & Steven Ristow 
Glenn Ritter 
Eugene Robinson 
Frank Rollo 
Jesse Rond 
Frank Rosenblum 
Kevin & Sandra Ryan 
John & Kristina Sakamoto 
Richard Scheeff 
Richard Schmidt 
John & Paula Schoorl 
Joseph Schreiner 
Barbara & Donald Schremp 
Joan & John Sciacca 
Richard Shawlee 
Charles Sheidler 
William & Donna Shepard 
Greg Shields 
Robert & Debra Simmons 
Wayman Sit 
Kenneth Smyth 
Thomas Solomon 
Dwight & Joy Somersett 
Edward & Elizabeth Song 
Fereydoon & Rhonda Soofer 
William & Michele Sooy 
Michael Stewart 
Robert Street 
Steven Strong 
Janet Stucke 
Alexandra & Stephen Swanson 
John Sweeney & Stacey Stevens 
William & Laura Swift 
Andrew & Elizabeth Tait 
Michelle Tanaka 
Michikazu & Signe Tao 
Michael & Jeanette Thatcher 
Dale & Sylvia Thompson 
David & Ruth Thompson 
Aimee Toth 
William & Patricia Tsai 
David & Lynda Turner 
Robert & Cynthia Tusan 
Mark & Mary Unland 
Gary Van Ness 
Jeffrey Venegas 
Jerry & Adella Venneman 
Maria & Saul Villanueva 
James & Martha Von 
Stockhausen 
Shawna Von Stockhausen 
Steven & Margaret Vonk 
Kimberly & Darren Vorrath 
Phuong Vu 
Angela & James Wagoner 
Lewis Wakeland 
John & Marion Walker 
Heather Weldy 
Andrew & Susan West 
Jeffrey & Victoria Whitaker 
Melissa Woo 
Tony Woo 
Keith Wood 
Hiroko & Mario Yanigiharo 
Philip Yee 
Walter Ying 
Lisa Zavieh & David Martin 
Andrea Ziccarelli 
Larry & Florence Zysman 
$100 to 249 
Alfonso Abalos & Janette Dye 
Mary & Sidney Abbott 
Claire Aboudara 
Michael Acosta 
Cheryl Ades Anspach & Donald 
Anspach 
Joseph Aguilar 
Fernando & Linda Aguirre 
Steven Ainsworth 
Stephen Albright 
Philip Allen Jr. 
Pedro Alvarez Jr. 
Sunil Amanna 
Stanley Ames 
Timothy Ames 
Douglas & Kathleen Anberg 
Stanley Anderes 
Conrad & Marjory Anderson 
Robert & Susan Andrews 
Jack & Debbie Angel 
Michael & Vivian Anthony 
Kristin Anzaldo-Bohi & Michael 
Bohi 
James & Deanna Arthur 
Keith Askew 
Leslie & Brian Ault 
Michael Avakian 
Michael & Ilene Avella 
Scott Avery & Emily Malcolm-
Avery 
Luis Avila 
Gordon & Mildred Bader 
Richard & Florence Baerresen 
Mark Bailey 
Daniel & Christine Bakholdin 
Wendy Bales 
James & Ann Balquist 
Richard & Karen Barbier 
Valerie Barker 
Charles Barnes 
Donald Barth 
Todd Barth 
Robert & Allison Basanese 
Douglas Basch 
Bud Beacham 
David & Valerie Beard 
Ann & William Beaton 
Alden Bedard 
Louis & Janet Behrens 
George & Dorothy Benford 
Nancy & Robert Benich 
Carrie & Kalman Benuska 
Holger Berthelsen 
Russell Bertholf 
Louis & Kathy Bertolini 
John Bessire 
Roy & Penelope Bethel 
John Bettendorff 
Randall Beuth 
Dennis Bevis & Kristi Wells-Bevis 
Mario & Rebecca Bianchi 
Elaine & Robert Bigley 
Linman Bjerken 
Chuck & Kathy Black 
Robert & Sandra Black 
George Blair 
James & Alice Blois 
Donald Bodley 
Gary Boehm 
Holly & Christoher Bolling 
Evelyn & John Bolton 
Sheila & Robert Bonstead 
John Borders 
Cynthia & John Bowen 
Benjamin & Arlene Boychuk 
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Donor: Ruth Renihan
 
She “put her husband 
through” Cal Poly and 
has now established a 
permanent legacy to 
honor him 
“We arrived at Cal Poly in 9 and 

lived in a little trailer on campus. I 

worked in the Poultry Department, 

selling eggs and fryers, and 

keeping the books on projects. We 

were very happy.”
 
Ruth Renihan’s husband, Lawrence, 

was one of the many World War 

II veterans who attended Cal Poly 

on the G.I. Bill. When he graduated 

in 90 he received a degree in 

electronic engineering, while Ruth 

was awarded a “P.H.T.” or “Putting 

Hubby Through” certificate. It was 

Cal Poly’s way, in those days, of 

honoring the women who played 

a vital role in supporting their 

student-husbands.
 
After leaving San Luis Obispo, Larry 

found a job with Hewlett-Packard, 

where he spent his entire career. 

Quite possibly the very first Cal Poly 

graduate to join HP, Larry Renihan 

paved the way for almost ,000 alumni who have worked for the company and its spin-off, Agilent. 

Throughout their years in the Bay Area and especially after retirement to Santa Barbara, the Renihans continued their 

connection to Cal Poly, coming back many times for reunions and Homecoming. 

“We made life-long, lasting friendships there, and even though Larry is gone, I still enjoy making the trip,” says Ruth. 

“I think it’s wonderful how the university has grown; I’m so impressed with what it’s become. I’ve known a lot of 

young people who have attended and gone on to successful careers; in fact, I’ve helped two go through, one of 

whom is an elementary teacher and the other an electronic engineer, like Larry. I hope my gift helps more students 

follow his footsteps.”
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Douglas & Bobbie Boyer Shirley Cho Thomas de Senna Malia Francisco David Greene 
Francis & Anne Brady Mary Chooljian-Vance & Robert Duane & June De Vincenzi Sidney & Theresa Freshour Craig & Valerie Greenough 
Vance Sarah & Scott Brandenberg Michele Dedic Nancy Friedlander-Hosken & Heidi & Joseph Grosshart 
Lisa Christensen John Hosken Gary Bremer Eric & Lisa Deily Chessa Guilas 
Cynthia & Michael Christenson Linda Frost Bruce & Marjorie Breneman Barbara DeLaMare-Cremer Arthur & Ellen Gully 
Donald & Tomasita Chu Susan Fudurich George Brennan Nicholas Dellamaggiore & R. Scott & Rosemary Guthrie 
Henry & Jean Cicci Catherine Miller Edna & Goro Fujiwara Karen & Dan Briley Diana & Victor Gutierrez 
Christopher & Susan Clark John & Jane Delury James Fukumoto Timothy Brock David & Deidre Haab 
Clyde & Elizabeth Clark Richard & Patricia Demers Robert Fulton & Susan Morse Daniel & Emma Brown Dustin & Kathleen Hacker 
David Clark & Kevin Wood Barry Dent Thomas & Kerri Fung Mark & Lisa Brown Richard & Vera Hagler 
Weston Clark Betty & James Deshon Michio Furukawa William & Susan Brown Valencia Hale 
Philip & Donna Clarke Mark Desoto George Futas Daniel Bruch John & Marjorie Hamon 
Gregory & Rhonda Clemente James Detmers Louis Gabriel David Brunelle James & Doris Hanan 
Carla & Tyler Clemmer Upinder & Praveen Dhinsa Mary Gadbois Randy & Judy Brunelle Andrew & Andrea Hancock 
Duane & Patti Cline John & Rita Dietrich Malcolm & Leola Gaddis Michael & Sharyn Bruno Scott Hancock & Stephanie Ludi 
George Cole Joseph Dietrich Jr. Laurie & Shane Gallimore Rebecca & Salvatore Bruno David Handman 
James & Dorothy Collard David Dirdo Donna Gara Gregory & Vickie Bryant James Hannah & Jo Ellen Hose 
Christine & Ronald Connelly Johnny & Jimmie Ruth Dirks Scott & Joell Gardner Mark Bryant Jeffrey Hanson 
Kelly Conner David & Barbara Dixon Harold & Myrtle Garfield Daniel & Susan Buller Cynthia & Scott Harmel 
Joan Connolly Doyle Dixon Carol & Jon Garliepp Douglas & Ann Burns Charles & Jayne Harmon 
Robert & Victoria Conway Jeffrey Doar & Martha Jeremiah Garretson II Bruce Burnworth William Harms 
Donbroski-Doar Carolyn Cook Katherine Garrison & David Junious & Keilani Burrage Jorge Haro 
Douglas & Linda Dodds NorrisMark Cooper Jon & Linda Burt Alex Harp
Edward Donlon Alan Garton Gary Costello Christian Burtt Alvin Harris 
Bret Dooley Graham Gearing James & Mary Counter June & Robert Bury Scott Harvey 
David & Lesli Downey Louis & Vicki Geiger Donald & Sandra Courtney Anthony & Julie Caldera Philip & Cheryl Hash 
Robert & Karen Draper Paul Giannini Kimi Cousins Janice & Richard Calkins Carl & Danielle Hathaway 
Eric Dukatz & Denise Swanson- Douglas & Cheryl Gibson William Cox Phillip Calvin David Haworth Dukatz Sandra & Scott Gibson Brian Coykendall Marianne Cameron Bart & Julia Hayashi Alan & Karen Dusi Dennis & Julianne Gilles Christopher Coyne Michael Cancilla Kenneth Hayes & Elizabeth Aubyn & Jeffrey Dutton Nancy Stebbins Gilmore Stephen & Karri Crabbe IorilloDavid & Kimberly Caneer William & Adrienne Dykes Bart Giordano Laurie & Bradley Craig Mattia & Thomas Healy Robert & Ruth Carlson Jack Eagan Jr. Marcie Givens Jesse & Barbara Crews Joseph Hebert Stephen & Kathleen Carmel Paul Eckert Catherine Glahn & Walden Woo Grant Crossen & Melissa Thomas Hedge Brian Carpignano Susan & Paul Ehrmann Wenters Kalia Glassey Robert Heilman Robert & Virginia Carr Terri Elfrink Timothy Crowley Ray & Robin Goebel Julie & Matthew Heim Wayne Carriere Michael Elliott Janice Cruz Robert & Hilda Golden Joanne & Ric Heinzen Arlene & Don Cast Douglas Elmer & Bonnie Tuggle Richard & Elaine Cuenca Tom Gondo Craig Henderson Derek & Kristen Castellano Donald Erickson Michael Cummings M. Grace Gonzalez & Gustavo Jeffrey Henness Thomas & Teresa Castle Paul & Laila Escudero Gonzalez William Cummings Douglas Henry Peter & Teresa Catton David & Kathleen Esposto Roberto Gonzalez Olin & Marcia Cunningham Paul & Susan Henry Harold & Sharon Caudle Michael Evers Ronald Goodman Paul Cunningham Richard & Colleen Henry John & Suzette Caufield Kenneth & Laura Fairbanks Kimberly & Walter Goodwater Gene Curry Richard Herbrandson Robert & Sandra Caulder Colette Farabaugh Alexander & Paula Gooseff Keith Curtiss Glenn & Kaye Hermanson Richard Cawley Aaron Feathers Lance Gorman & Linna Thomas Richard & Sharon Curulla Pete & Gerilyn Herold Marcie Cayton Tedman Fehlhaber Glen & Stacy Goto Weili Dai & Sehat Sutardja Charles & Janet Herrera Daniel & Charlene Chabot Louis Fermelia Joseph Gouveia Jr. R. Daniel & Deann Dalry John & Eileen Hidahl Neal & Wendy Chaderjian Dennis Fernandez Leigh & Christine Gouveia Bruce & Jean Dankberg Steven Hiersche & Michelle Spencer & Jennifer Cham Jayme & Jack Fields Abhinav Goyal Jeffrey Dankwerth Laber 
James Chambers Raymond Fischer & Louise Perry Georgia & Jay Graham Peter D’Aquanni Keith & Karen Higgins 
Peter & Anna Chan Gary Flood Howard & Denise Graham Aram & June Darmanian Joann & Brian Hill 
Dale & Nancy Chaput Fred Fong Mark Grant Daniel & Katherine Darms Kevin Hill 
Eric Chase & Deborah Douglas & Sandra Forquer Alan Grantz & Lisa Larson Bruce & Debbie Daseking Phong Hoang & Michelle Prusinovski 
William & Julie Forsythe Brian & Carol Gravelle Duong Steve Davey Cathrine & John Chen 
Michael Foster David & Gretchen Grayson Thanh Hoang & Hang Vo Rigel Davis Cholada & Paul Chenhansa 
John Foxcroft Charles Green & Olivia Shen Gregory & Nancy Hobbs Steven Day & Lesley Kittinger Preedee Chenhansa Green 
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Scholarship Recipient
 
Jessica Eggleston
Industrial and 
Manufacturing Engineering 
Boeing Scholarship 
George E. Hoffman Scholarship 
Toyota Material Handling Honor 
Scholarship 
“I came to Cal Poly because my mom said I should 
— and that’s some of the best advice I’ve ever 
received! When I was a high school senior in 
Oceanside, California, I first heard about Poly when 
I was recruited to play basketball. It was one of 
several colleges I was looking at, but mom said she 
loved Poly and that made the decision much easier. 
It’s been a great experience. 
“Because I’m super competitive in everything I do 
— maybe even to a fault — I’ve worked hard both 
athletically and in the classroom. It has paid off. I 
was the starting power forward on the basketball 
team and got a performance management job 
with PG&E at Diablo Canyon. I’m definitely open to 
a career path with PG&E after I give pro basketball 
in Europe a shot. Obviously, the scholarship is 
very helpful financially, but it’s also great to be 
recognized for your hard work.” 
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James & Joan Holcombe Samuel & Donna Kelly Jason Len Daniel & Teresa Matthews David Mosley 
Richard Holladay Karen & Richard Kendall David Leong Thomas & Joan McBride August & Shirley Motmans 
Matthew & Susan Homolka Jessica Kendrick Jill & Robert Lester Kent & Mitzako McCammon Ray & Mariko Motoyama 
Gerald & Lorrie Hoopes Antonia & Jeffery Kerney Andrew Letton Scott & Teresa McCrae Joann & Tony Moya 
Anna & Darren Hopkins Janie & William Kesselring Dennis Leung Christopher McCrank Mark & Teresa Moya 
William & Cathleen Hopper Thomas & Susan Kessler Candace & Daniel Levin Greg & Bonnie McCuistion Harry & Marianne 
Mueggenburg Janice Horcasitas Mark Kestel David & Katy Lew Paul & Sarah McCullough 
Ronald Mueller James Horning Randy Kihara Craig & Melinda Lewis Steven McCullough 
Jerry & Tina Mukai Wade Horwood Denis & Betty Killen Scott Lewis James & Vera McDonald 
Nicholas & Shirley Mule Cynthia Hotchkiss Michael Kim Kunmin Li William & Dorothy McDowell 
James & Pamela Mundy Jeffrey Hougen Wayne & Theresa Kimmel Douglas & Tina Liddie Lawrence & Susan McGourty 
Susan Murgia James & Karla Houlihan Jay & Christine King Brian Liebich Joseph & Julie McGrath 
Jamie Murray Carolyn & Leland Housman Kevin & Wendy Kishiyama Koonwah Lim Kip McGuire 
Jonathan Myers Dennis How Christie & Kris Kjellman Mike & Sue Ling Stephen McIntyre 
Brian & Patricia Nagai Colin Hughes Kenneth & Jennifer Klar Hal & Virginia Litke Brian & Christie McQuade 
Jerome Nagorski Daniel & Ellen Hunter Donald Kline Dan & Nancy Littrell John McRae 
Farideh & Stevan Nakashima William & Barbara Hurley David & Serene Klumpar Robert & Patricia Lock Ralph & Judith Meacham 
LeRoy Naman Dennis Hurst Kurt & Loretta Kofoed Henry Loehner & Debra Offill Thomas Meehan 
Kyle Naydo Paul & Barbara Huse Karen Kohorst-Sullivan & Adam Rachel Lofgreen Paul Melbostad 
Sullivan Bruce Naylor Kyle Huth Todd & Judy Logan Stephen Mele 
Thomas & Julie Kramer Steven Nelson Emiko & Masahiro Ieyoshi James & Trudi Lootens Ronald & Stacy Menigoz 
Christine Kregger Janet & Robert Ness Lawrence Inman Donald & Nancy Lorenzen Gary Metzer 
Keith & Regina Kronmiller Jennifer & David Nevius April & Numa Iraeta Eric Lorenzen Christopher & Mary Kate 
David & Melanie Krueger Metzger Paul Newland & Mary Day Rhonda & Tod Irwin Carla Loveless 
Edwin Kubota Larry & Dolores Meyer Michael Nickerson Peter & Nancy Iverson Alexander & Helena Lowe 
Takashi Kubota Stacey & Tom Meyer John & Connie Nielsen Fred Izadi Arlene Lum 
Thomas & Debra Kuehl David Miailovich Malkiat Nijjar & Kamaljit Kenneth Izant Stephen Lum 
Sangha Robert & Melinda Kufeld Donald & Sharron Micheletti Darin Izon Elizabeth & Kyle Lynch 
Kevin & Nina Nolan Peter Kuykendall Jeanette & Jeffrey Micko Mark & Michele Jackson Jeffrey Maag 
Gary & Janet Norris John & Kelly Kvam John Migliore Margret Jacoby Duncan MacTavish 
Philip & Gloria Norvell Ronald & Cynthia Lafferty Robert Miles Dean & Shirley Jansen Elizabeth & Luigi Maggi 
Landy Oakes Khai Lam Mark Miller Felimon Jaramillo Diane & William Main 
Damien O’Bid Kathleen & Wayne Lamoree Mark & Lisa Miller Robert Jauregui John & Margaret Mansanti 
Kirsten & Richard O’Brien Clayton Lampman Robert & Ann Miller Barbara & David Jensen Michael & Marianne Mantz 
Daniel O’Carroll Kenneth Landau & Victoria Robert & Charlotte Minami Edmund & Judith Jensen Diane & Richard Marcks 
Whitney Kathleen & Neil O’Donnell Clayton & Karen Mitchell Randy & Liz Jenson Glenn Marcoux 
Joshua Lando Linda & Stanley Oertel David Mitchell Derek Jewhurst Celia & Ted Margison 
George Landreth Jiro & Karen Oi James & Donna Mitchell Sarbjit & Parmjit Johl Michael & Kathleen Marlow 
Alan Lane Katsuhiro Okamura Cory Mitsui Albert Johnson Karen Marnach & Adam 
George Lang Robert & Martha Olds Schaechter David Miyakawa Craig & Cathy Johnson 
Peter & Renna Lantz Robert & Kathleen Oleson Ray & Genevieve Marnach Yasuho & Julia Miyakawa Debbie & Robert Johnson 
Gerald & Susan Larson Cheri Olsen & James Robert Marousek Jr. Julia Miyaoka & Steven Andrews Harvey & Linda Johnson Quaschnick Robert & Monica LaRue Pamela & Rudy Marquez Douglas Modlin Andrew & Alice Jones Lorene & Robert Olszewski Christopher & Jennifer Latimer Darlene & Milo Marsh Bonnie MoisionDean & Roberta Jones Kevin O’Neil On Lau Richard Marshall Todd Montgomery Ivan Jones & Roseleen Gaffney- Kathleen & Mark Opitz Carol & Michael Laughlin Jones Joan & Kenneth Marti Mark Montrose 
John Oppenheim Robert & Betty Law James Jones David Martin Carole & James Moore 
Michael Osborn Kenneth & Lily Laws Russell & Catherine Jones Gary & Jeannette Martin Charles & Janet Moore 
Donna & Michael Ostrowski Brendon Le Count Diane & Joseph Kablik Phillip Martin Angela & John Moran 
Dianne & Richard Oswald Michael Lebar Diana & Kenneth Kantola Wendy Martin Eric Morey 
Macy & Todd Otake Julie & Thomas Lebens Jeffrey & Anne Katz Timothy Martini Janice Morgan 
Scott Overstreet Steven & Rona Ledermann Ronald & Liz Keeley Robert Masch Stephen & Deena Morgan 
Charles Pagaduan Andrew Lee Dennis & Gyl Keiser Charles Mathews & Hilliary Jeffrey Moriyama 
Craig & Julie Pampeyan Steven & Halee Lee Matthews Kathlee & Kenworth Keith F. Byron & Diane Morris 
Michael & Sherrie Pantalon George Leighton Kinu & Tad Matsumoto Michael Kellner Melanie Morris 
Carl & Sandra Paquin Steven & Virginia Leitner Kevin Matsunaga Peter Kelly James Moser 
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Emmet Woods
Scholarship Recipient
 
Emmet Woods 
Materials Engineering
 
William B. Turner Scholarship 
Helen Sandercock Scholarship 
Cal Poly Outreach Scholarship 
“Engineering classes at Cal Poly are not 
all theory — I really like to work on real-
world projects — and I have to say the 
‘Learn by Doing’ philosophy was a big 
attraction for me when I began looking 
for a college. I was fortunate that my 
high school in Olympia, Washington, 
had an introduction to Materials 
Engineering course that sparked my 
interest in the subject. I was looking 
at all the engineering schools in the 
West when I discovered Cal Poly’s MATE 
website and saw the program was 
stressing sustainability and studies in 
alternative energy Poly just seemed like 
the perfect fit. 
San Luis Obispo now feels like home 
even though I’m hundreds of miles 
from Washington. I really appreciate the 
opportunities given to me so far by the 
engineering program and groups like 
the Hydrogen Energy Club, along with 
the scholarship money. My freshmen 
year, we built a solar water heater that 
worked really well. How cool is that?” 
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Manuel Parayo Robert & Eileen Point James & Suzanne Rivers Kristen Salinas Bradd & Catherine Statley 
Michael & Jean Parcher Mark Potter Craig Roberts Daniel Salluce Tracy Stavig 
Nelson & Aeshim Park Timothy Potter Karen & Stanley Roberts Michael Samuelian Leland Stebbins & Linda Crusco-
Stebbins Terri Parks David Powell Scott Roberts & Linda Pretzel- Duane & Carol Sanborn 
Roberts Ken & Lisa Steele Jonathan & Juli Parlan George & Rosella Powers Douglas & Christine Sandy 
Bruce & Hilary Robertson Monica Stein David Parrone Mark Powers Paul & Carolynn Santaniello 
Deborah & Kenneth Robertson Richard & Ruth Stellina Donald & Brenda Patterson Patricia & Raymond Presgrave Suzanne Sarro & Robert Kass 
Betsy & Todd Robertus Craig & Karen Stevens Jere Patterson David & Fern Price Maureen & Thomas Saulpaugh 
Ryan Robinett Roy & Elizabeth Stier Scott & Jean Patterson Eldon & Marjorie Price Scott Saunders 
Christopher & Joy Robinson Gerald & Elizabeth Stillman Lori Paulo Jerome Prior David Scarletta 
Michael Robinson Geoffrey Stone Elizabeth Pawek-Shaw & Brian Randal & Sally Prout Andrew Schafer 
Shaw Russell & Wendy Robinson Robert & Ann Storms Miriam Pulitzer Erik Scheller 
Amy & Sean Payne Paul Rodgers John & Margaret Strader James & Susan Punches Frank Schelling 
Brian Payton & Mabel Thong Craig & Jayme Rogers Jason Stratton Gail & Mark Purcell Sandra Scheuber 
Jeffrey Pecsar Kenneth Rogers Donald Struble Jr. Lynn & Betty Pursell Eric & Deborah Schlacks 
Jonathan Peltzer Jeffrey & Amy Romanelli Yutaka & Barbara Sugiyama David Putnam Gary Schlaich 
John Pencer Victor & Diana Romero Mark Sullivan Leslie & Betty Quigg John & Lisa Schlesselmann 
Gail & Michael Penny Laura & Robert Roselli Zhenjiang SunZachary Raby Jon Schletz 
Stephen & Helen Percy Richard & Serina Rosenkjar Mark SundquistCatherine & Robert Ragle Catherine Schoen 
G. Perreira Richard Rossi Richard & Stephanie Sutton Sheikh & Catherine Rahman Gary Schultz 
James & Laurel Perry Jay Rouse George & Kristin Swanson Kai & Pamela Ramsing James Seagoe 
Michael Perry Richard & Virginia Royer Mark & Susan Swanson Robert & Kristina Randig Daniel & Audrey Sears 
Eric & Shannon Sweeney Daryl & Adrienne Sekishiro 
Katie & Peter Swenson Shelton Self 
David & Marilyn Tagliareni Leanne & Scott Senkeresty 
J. Daniel & Pamela Takacs Robert Seroka 
Jodi & Michael Takahashi Richard Serpa 
Dominic Talone Paul & Heidi Shankwiler 
Marvin Tanner F. Walter & Marlene Shaw 
Janis & Peter Taormina Cynthia & John Shedden 
Craig & Susan Taylor Patrick & Robin Shehane 
Gregory Taylor Waymon Shehane Jr. 
Jack & Marlene Taylor Vaughn Sheline & Arthelle 
Lovejoy Charles & Phyllis Telfer 
Clovis & Patricia Shem Harold Tenney Jr. 
Eric & Kathleen Siemion Zoran Terzic 
Bobbie Jo & Dean Silcott Paul & Naoko Teufel 
Joseph Simas Christopher Thomas II 
John & Mary Anne Sisk James Thomas 
Ruben & Vicki Sizemore Mary & Scott Thomas 
Donald Smith Jr. Scott Thomas 
Elisabeth Smith Edward & Ingrid Tidik 
John & Emily Smith Darren Tidwell 
Carmen & Rawley Peters Jennifer Randisi & Dean Sands Kristine Rudkin Julie Smith & Shawn Lammer John & Susan Tiedemann 
Margaret Peterson Kaitlin Rathe Amy & William Rule Scott & Tracy Smith Eric & Glynis Tinglof 
Scott & Mary Ann Petler Robert & Elizabeth Redden John Runyon Shea Smith Frank & Mary Tippets 
Eric & Mary Ellen Petrich William Redding Richard & Marilyn Russek Benjamin Snow Hassan & Denise Tjio 
Timothy Phillips David Rein Robinson Russell Timothy & Moira Solle Mitsuaki & Rose Tokugawa 
Paul & Michelle Pieralde Sherry & Todd Reinart David & Kathleen Rutherford Carl & Gloria Sorensen Edison Tom 
Pauline Pierce Jeffrey & Carol Richardson Wayne Ryan David & Janice Spahn Ronn & Tina Ton 
Leonard & Brenda Pieroni Robert Rickleffs Gerald Ryle Douglas & Sherrie Spann Ian Trask 
Ernest & Barbara Piini Mark & Lynne Rief Khaled Saad Scott & Sandra Spencer Leslie & Bruce Trela 
Maril Pitcock Louis & Lena Rinaldi Robert & Sheila Sakamoto William Spencer Jack Tremblay 
Sheryl & Thomas Pivk Julia & John Riss Anthony Salbino John Spielman & Deena Gerald & Gail Trimble 
SheridanCarlos & Sherri Plaza Floriza Rivera Juli & Anthony Salcedo Alvin & Shirley Trivelpiece 
James Squires Stephen Poe Perry Rivera William & Mary Sales Larry Trowsdale 
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Donor: Chuck Dana
 
Chuck Dana’s first gift to the Com 
puter Science Department was his 
teaching. 
“Teaching was the fun part of my 
graduate studies at U.C. Santa Bar 
bara,” he says; “so, in 9, I came to 
Cal Poly, where the primary focus is 
on students. 
“I wasn’t disappointed; in fact, the 
highlight of my career has been 
interacting with students and 
colleagues. It’s always a pleasure 
when a student comes to my 
office and we sit and gab for an 
hour.” 
Dr. Dana’s first cash gift to his 
department in 9 was practical: 
funds to purchase a copying ma 
chine, “so that professors wouldn’t 
have to requisition every single 
page they needed.” 
“In general, I’ve given over the 
years to make it easier for my 
department and the university. 
As a professor, I know that State Budget funds need to be supplemented with private gifts in order for department 
chairs to have the flexibility to make things happen. You can’t worry about every ten-dollar expenditure if you want 
to develop new programs and new curricula.” 
In the last several years, Dr. Dana has made his gifts to Cal Poly in the form of charitable annuities. “I was really at 
tracted to the benefits of deferred giving—it increases my retirement income while reducing my taxes, and it allows 
me to give a bigger gift than I would be able to otherwise.” 
“I hope the word gets out about annuities because they make so much sense and they’re a great vehicle for 
giving back,” notes Dr. Dana. “I grew up around schools—my dad was a grade school principal and my mom was a 
teacher—so I’ve always figured that you should put more into a job than you take out of it. I hope my gifts continue 
to benefit Cal Poly and the students long after I’m gone.” 
A professor establishes 
a record of giving that 
stretches over twenty-five 
years 
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Steven Trueblood Philip & Barbara Wenger Deniese Alejandro Cameron & Margaret-Mary Joseph & Anne Bullock 
BauerEduardo Truhillo Dolores & Clem West Judy & Thomas Alessandri Clifford Burdick 
Susan Bavo James & Patricia Turdici Eugene West Eric Allred Paul Burress 
Norman & Anne Baxter Dirk & Judith Tysmans Donald Westhafer Colt Alvernaz Clarence & Donna Burton 
Bradley Beachler Gregory & Shawnie Ulmer Phillip Wheeler David Ames Spence Burton & Donna Keefe 
Charles Beard Carmen & Frank Urenda Timothy Wherry Kathryn & Jose Anaya Robert Bury & Susan Subbot 
Robert Beard Jr. Segismundo & Kathleen Valdes Jason & Valerie Whetstone Charlotte & David Anderson David & Chan Butcher 
Roger Beardsley Eric Valdivia Grey & Lillian Whipple Dale & Elizabeth Anderson Ellen & Peter Byron 
Tully & Frances Becker Jack Van Den Bogaerde Carole White Dirk & Sue Anderson Gary Calderaz 
Bruce Behar Mark & Jeanne Van Emmerik Bruce Whitlock James Anderson Charles Campbell 
Cynthia & Dale Beliveau Barbara Van Ness Steven Wikse Jr. Richard Anderson & Sharon Nicholas Carbone 
Shell Hernan Beltran Steven Vanderlip Fritz & Leila Wilke Kristen & Trevor Cardinal 
Robert Anderson Frederick & Virginia Bergthold Christine & George Vangelatos Lisa & Neil Willard Manuel & Sandra Cardosa 
Sandra Anderson David & Patrice Bernstein Daniel & Carla Vargas Randy Williams Kenneth & Carol Cardoza 
Robert & Sharon Andrews Joceline Berrios James & Nancy Vasconcellos John Willson Ryan Cardoza 
Jeremy Angiola Thomas Biesiada Jr. Ronald & Ruth Vasconcellos Joseph Witczak Kenneth & Catherine Carlson 
Michael & Patricia Angiola Russell BillingJoel Vazquez Ryan Withop Michael Carmel 
Anonymous Donor Kathy Biondolilo Tiffany Vela Steven & Dinah Witten Bonnie & Michael Carr 
Anonymous Donor Richard Bird Jesse Vera Jr. Mark Wittgraf Frank & Sheila Caruso 
James Arao & Yoshiko Melissa Bishop & Evan Sims Frank & Diane Vervoort George & Shannon Wolfe Joseph & Warenne Casano 
Matsushita-Arao Robert Bishop Rote Vichayanond Mona Wong Teebay & Richard Carlos Cea 
Elizabeth Arballo Souders & Teebay Stephen Bishop Ruth & Stephen Vines David & Wendy Cerrona Andy Souders 
Chad Wong Bethany BlackJohn Vink Jason Cha Paul & Cynthia Ardison 
Jaclyn Wong John & Kay Blomquist Catharine & Gary Visser Michele & Paul Chaffey Kenneth Armbruster 
Wendy Wong Michael & Leslie Blomquist Judith & Larry Vivian Gary Chan Paul & Vauna Armstrong 
Donald Woodbridge Kristi & Ronald Blumstein Rick Votaw Rick & Karen Chan Stefan Arnaudo 
David & Michelle Woodrell Norman & Rita Blumstein John Vranicar Sandra Chan Evan & Lynn Arnerich 
Kimberley & Matthew Wormley Nancy & Richard Bohnsack Brian & Laura Wada Ishaq & Nasreen Chanda Peter Arnold 
Rebecca & Steven Wyatt David & Jean Boldi Paul Wade Daniel & Linda Chaplin Virginia Arnold 
Robert & Remy Yale Jose Bonilla Donald & Nancy Wagenbach Brian ChapmanHector Arroyo 
Lori York Maria & Nelson BonillaJohn & Patrice Waidner Gordon & Mary Chapman Joanne & Timothy Ashenfelter 
Gerald & Kay Young William BookKenneth & Nancy Walery Susan ChapmanKenneth Astl 
Henry & Jeanette Young Darrel & Diane Bose Victor & Patricia Walker Jacob Chase James & Joanne Austin 
Henry & Wendy Yu Michael & Janet Boulton Gordon & Carol Wall Mike & Elizabeth Chase John Avila 
Daniel & Nancy Yueh Theresa Bowen Allan & Catherine Wallace Stillman & Nancy Chase Brandon Badgley 
Nicholas Zadno Philip & Carolyn Bowers Michael Walneuski Christine Chau & Julian Lau Diane & James Baeker 
Arsham Zakarian Trace Boyd Connie & Jay Walter Jeff Chen & Ying Long Roger & Carole Baird 
Pauline Zielski Amy & Matthew Bradley J. Alan Walti Jun ChenBruce & Deborah Baker 
Jeffrey Zuech Kerry Bradley James & Elaine Wanchek Steven & Alicia Chen Chris Baker 
Carl Brandon Marjorie Ward Geary Chew & Anne Wong Marc Baker 
Glenn & Trisha Brem Michael & Lori Warnert Up to $99 James & Cynthia Chida Marlon & Milah Baldovino 
Philip & Sylvia Brennan Matthew Warriner Bonnie ChinDavid Abbott David & Kerry Anne Baldwin 
Roger Brier Craig & Karen Watkins Jack Abbott Hoang Bao Carol Chivers 
Sylvia Knight Brigden & Wayne Darrel & Maureen Watson Amy & Thomas Choi Kashif Abdullah & Leticia Preza Richard & Karen Barca Brigden
Karol & Roger Watson Gigi Choy Joseph Aboumrad Robert Barker & Susan Bradley & Susan Brown 
Thomas Watson Meacham Kim Christensen Kristi Abrams Daniel & Lynne Brown 
Norman Weber David & Jeannine Barneby George & Marcia Christiansen Christina Acken Zachary Brown 
Donald Webster Lisa Barneby Eddie & Tuen Chun Brian & Kathryn Adams William & Hanne Brummond 
Dan & Toni Weeks William Barnes Jeffrey Claes Glen & Frances Adams Glenn Brun 
Kyle Weeks Christopher & Elizabeth Barrett David Clark Anuj & Vanita Aggarwal Matthew Brunelle 
Albert Wegener Phillip Bartholo Carus & Lucille Clarke James Agin & Mary Shuhert Robert & Gladyce Brunner 
John & Jill Weisinger Daniel & Deanna Bartkowski Timothy & Kathleen Clyde Elena & Norman Agostino Natalie Bruton 
Robert Weiss Gary Bartlett James & Pattie Colhour Scott Aguilar Blair Budai 
Richard & Sharon Wells Christine & Michael Bashforth John Combs Elizabeth & Harlow Ahlstrom Jay & Lynn Buechler 
Robert Wells Alfred Bateman Matthew & Megan Condron Joseph Alegria Warren Bullis 
Harry Battin & Susan Bury Bart & Teresa Connolly 
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Scholarship Recipient
 
Phaidra Rice 
Civil Engineering 
Kimley-Horn Scholarship 
Regnar Hessellund Scholarship 
“Cal Poly’s Engineers Without Borders 
has literally opened up a new world of 
experiences for me. As EWB president 
for 2006-07, I have had a chance to 
work on two projects: water resource 
development for a village in Thailand 
and a soil brick press for building 
homes in an Indonesian coastal village 
in Sumatra. The type of projects 
Engineers Without Borders gets 
involved with really make a difference 
in people’s lives and I’m inspired 
to continue this type of work after 
college. 
“Scholarships have been vital to my 
education both at Cabrillo College in 
Santa Cruz and Cal Poly. Scholarships 
and financial aid are huge! They’re 
extremely important and I’m extremely 
appreciative! 
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Scott Conradson & Julie Wilker Ronald & Suzanne Eisworth Ciro & Eileen Giammona William & Joann Head Kathryn & Peter Jantz 
Anthony & Cassandra Contreras Adam & Cami Elias John & Joyce Gibbons Jason Healey Jeffrey Janvier 
Donald & Diana Cook Steven Elkins & Julie Matsuda Sherwood Gibson Carl & Patricia Heckel John & Janis Jennings 
David & Michele Cooper Ilyne Engel Craig & Nancy Gieringer Ryan Heise Joseph & Mary Jerauld 
Keith & Susanne Cooper Peggy & Carlos Enriquez Michael & Andrea Gilbert James Helmer Don & O. Jillie 
Jennifer & Matthew Cowan Mary Epperson Virgil & Evonne Gilman Ruta Henard Wayne & Anne Mei Jin 
James & Tricia Cowles Ishai Erez Julie Gilmore & Stanley Luboda Donna & George Henderson Thomas & Judith Johansing 
Mark Crawford Richard Erhardt Carl Glahn John & Virginia Henningsen Bruce Johnson 
Jean & Jeffrey Crossley Gemma Escobar Leon Glahn Fritz & Andrea Henshaw Jeffrey Johnson & Jeanette 
Moreau William & Patricia Crow William Estabrook Michael & Michelle Glenn Douglas & Mindy Herbert 
Kenneth Johnson Kraig & Kristine Crozier Sandra Estrella & Ramon Robert & Denise Glenn John Hernandez Jr. 
Zaragoza Mary & Michael Johnson Gilbert Cruz Olivier Godard Margaret Herzog 
Winona & James Etheredge William Johnson Carlyn Crystal & John Goodwin Robert Goebel & Melinda Donald Heuchert & Susan Pasko 
Anne Evans Runnion Heuchert Doug & Janine Jones Andrea & Ross Cummings 
Chris & Tim Evans Mehmet & Veronica Gok Kathleen & Donald Hicks James & Marilouise Jones Charles & Ramona Cummings 
Robert Evans Hannah Goldberg Michael & Teaester Higgins Walter & Cora Lou Jones Joseph & Margaret Cummings 
Andrew & Lara Fabans Joseph Goldhammer Rodney & Cynthia Hill Iseult Jordan & David Smadbeck Richard Curry & Jennifer 
Nakayama-Curry Alex & Karen Faye Bridget & Peter Goleta Ryan Hillis Cheryl Juliano 
Kelly Dahl Lawrence Fellows & Cheryl Jose & Maria Gomez Nancy & Wesley Hillman Thomas Kabat 
GlavinJoyce Damozonio Donald Goodwin Kady Hinojosa Calvin & Vararat Kan 
Dominique & Ryan Ferguson Nabel Daniel Dorothy & Michael Gordon Tracy & Arthur Hinojosa Edwin & Ann Kaufman 
Gary & Harriett Fernstrom Dale & Janice Daniels Cindy Graham Blaine & Hope Hironaga Mitchell Kawatachi 
Kevin & Kimberley Fielding Bruce & Kathy Deeter Joseph Graycar Dennis Hirth Rick & Tammy Kaye 
John & Lorraine Figueira Aldo & Dorothy Del Col Jack & Alice Gresham Raymond Ho Jerry & Ann Kellogg 
Kenneth & Marilyn Files Marvin & Sheri Del Torchio Dennis Griffin Ronald Hoffman David Kelly 
Inez Fimbres Felix Delgado Jr. Marvin & Katherine Griffing John Holbeck Shirley & Thomas Kenney 
John & Virginia Finney Ann DelRosso Greg & Margaret Griffitts John & Lynn Holbrook John Kennington 
Norman Fitz-Coy Michael & Sally DeMartini Eric Grimes Roger & Cheryll Holcombe Lawrence & Sallie Keyser 
Sarah & Sean Flickinger John & Betty Dennis Royce Grover James Holien & Laura Kudsk Sahlem & Suzanne Kharaka 
Brett & Lee Flickner Deepak & Linda Desai Rebecca & Thomas Groves Edward & Ann Holler Robert Kimball 
David Flynn & Ann Hall Carolyn & Ronald Deutschman Peter Guenther Michael & Terri Horner David & Joan King 
John Fogelberg Charles & Diane DeVore Jason Guhse Paul & Cheryl Hornung Douglas King 
Frederick & Sandra Fogg Javier Diaz Rogan Guild Brian & Katherine Howard Michele Kinkade 
Mary Foley Mark Diercks Edith & Karl Hadler Jennifer & Kipp Howard Todd Kirschen 
JoAnne Fong Kathy & Steven DiGrazia Bradley & Colleen Hagemann Annette Howitt Marc Kirshman 
Philip & Sylvia Fontes Kenneth Dildine Jason & Meredith Hall James Hu Darin Kishiyama & Cindy Sato 
Lena & Greg Ford James Dillingham Nan & Christopher Hall Steven Hu Harold & Asako Kitajima 
Bret & Laurie Foster Larry & Teri DiNino Mary & Robert Hamilton Michael & Casey Huang Forrest & Janet Kittoe 
Bruce & Mahnoosh Frank Mark Dohlin Karl Hansen Fritz Huizenga Janelle & Rolf Klenk 
Michael & Julee Freese Stanley Dolinar Robert & Catherine Happersett Todd & Lisa Humes Kyle Kline 
Jared Frey Chi Vu Donaldson Warren & Kathleen Harms Mary & Trevor Huth William Kloster & Deborah Rice 
Steven Friesen Diane & Kenneth Dostalek Al & Deanna Haro David Hutte Kris Knutson 
Johnny Fu Philip & Susan Dowty John & Patricia Haro Jason Hwang Anna Kolakowski 
Ronald Fuchiwaki & Carmen Douglas & Jeanette Drees Karl & DeEtte Hart Carol & Kevin Hyland Robert Koontz 
McBride 
George & Eileen Dudley Chester & Lucy Hartley David Ikeda Christopher Koroly 
John Fuhriman 
Jimmy Duong Denise & Thomas Hartline Gokhan Inalhan Donald & Mary Kreibich 
Mitchel Fujiwara 
Jack & Marsha Dupre Keith Harvey Lewis & Samantha Infeld Stephen Kubik 
Robert & Barbara Fuller 
Ryan Durkin Dave & Kelly Haserot Janet & Robert Irish Scott & Yuri Kuechle 
Bill & Fairy Gage 
Arthur Durson Wendy Hashii Morris & Dorothy Isaak Christina & Elias Kurani 
Michael & Terrie Gallagher 
Jon & Barbara Dutra Robert Hass Ellis & Robyn Ishaya Jim Kwan 
Dan & Jennifer Gearing 
Marjorie Dutton Melissa Hassler Marietta & Norberto Ison Richard & Linda Laconte 
Glenn Gechter 
Rachel Dvorsky Linda & Scot Hathaway Michael Ivey Sameep Lad 
Harold Gee 
Chester & Dona Dziedzic Fred & Linda Hauenstein Robert Jacoby Michelle Lalljie 
Sheldon & Laine Gen 
Darryl & Patricia Ebel Laura Hauser Paul Jacoy Kenneth & Carmen Lambert 
Leora & Steven Gersh 
Richard & Bette Eckerman Mark & Kerry Hawk Talbot Jaeger Ronald & Carol Lambert 
Timothy Geyer 
David Edwards Richard Hawkins Stephen Jaffe Edward & Donna Larosche 
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Scholarship Recipient
 
Himanshu Parmar 
Electrical Engineering 
Raytheon Company Scholarship 
“I’m a hands-on type of student and I like to get 
my hands dirty. Well, at least as dirty as electrical 
engineering projects will allow. It was the 
reputation for hands-on education that attracted 
me to Cal Poly from Mission Santa Clara College 
and I have a lot of appreciation for the program. 
I’ve been able to focus on my two areas of interest 
— digital design and signal processing — while 
working on some very interesting projects. 
“It’s easy to see why I’m not your typical Cal Poly 
student. I was born in Rajkot, India and I am 
a practicing Hindu. I have the Hindu marking 
called Swaminarayan on my forehead. It’s a red 
dot that means devotion and a ‘U’ that signifies 
the feet of God. Like my religion, my education is 
vitally important to me. The scholarship is greatly 
appreciated because any financial help allows me 
to concentrate more fully on my classes.” 
–  –
 
Gregory & Kym Larsen James Lord & Tam Dang Curtis & Nancy McClusky Chris & Cheri Monsen Jason & Wanita Page 
John & Elsie Larsen Ryan Louie Thomas McDermott II Gary Montgomery John & Lorriane Page 
Niels Larsen Craig Low Michael McDonald Paul Moonjelly Darren Pais 
Jeffrey & Loni Larson Kenneth Lowe Michael & Gloria McElheny Silvia Moreno Cynthia & Tod Palm 
Mark & Charlene Laslo Melinda & Todd Lubiens David & Susie McElroy Herbert & Janie Morris William & Diane Palmer 
Danny Lau Frank & Josephine Luciani Claire & David McFeely Robert & Kathleen Morris Robert Paplin 
Frank Lau & Stacie Taijin Feng Francis Luke Allan & Judith McIlree Liane Morrison Geoffrey Parker 
Jason Lau Douglas Lum Kevin McKee Douglas & Linda Morrow James & Mary Parker 
Brian & Lorri Laufenberg Frank Lyman Bruce & Suzanne McKenzie David Mosbacher Sarah Parks 
Danh Le Vangela Lynn Garrett & Lindsey McLaughlin Steven Moskalik Mukesh & Ramila Patel 
Lawrence Leckband Francis Ma James & Peggy McQuaid Howard & Adrea Moss John & Gail Paulson 
Anne & Mark Leifer Charles MacGillivray Brian & Kathleen McRae Robert & Anita Moss James & Janice Peak 
Dennis & Jodi Lencioni Jim Mackey Susan Meamber Gurdon Munger Bertha & Ismael Pedroza 
Vicki Lenich Howard & Patricia Macway Martin Meler Gerald & Sandra Murphy Frank Pegueros Jr. 
John Leo Jeffrey Madrid Robert Mende Joseph Musarra Krishna Penmetcha 
William & Diane Leonard Michael & Carol Maguire Fernando Mendez Eileen & Michael Nakamura David Penney 
Lawrence & Tammy Lepovitz Clinton Maldoon Jose & Darlene Mendoza Anupama Nalluri Ron & Monica Peters 
Francois Lespade Jeffrey Manson David & Shelly Meny Cathleen & Paul Needleman Cheryl & Irwin Peterson 
Glenn Lew Christopher Marino Steven & Cherilyn Merrihew Colette & Hanno Nehrenheim Cory & Karen Pfau 
Edward & Magdalena Li Don & Theresa Markert Elizabeth & Walter Messmer Brett & Sue Nelson Thinh Pham 
Linda Lichtner Kristin Markert Barry Meyers Joshua & Emily Nelson Minh & Van Phan 
Darcie Lim William & Elizabeth Marshall Cynthia & Hugues Meyrath Melvin & Marjorie Nelson Tricia & Noel Phenicie 
Paul Nelson Eric Phillips 
Mark & Kim Nero Mark & Janet Phillips 
David & Pamela Nett John & Margaret Pianca 
Kathy Neuman & Richard Herbert & Nancy Pickett 
Wipfler Graham & Laurrie Pike 
Olga Nevarez David & Tina Pirazzi 
Norvel & Alice Ney Anthony Planinac 
Chun Ng Gregory & Laurel Podshadley 
Jacky Ng Vivian Poon & Jack Kwan 
Kimngan Nguyen Ranjan Prasad 
Shane Niebergall James & Lynne Pratt 
Bonnie & Carlos Niederstrasser Timothy Price 
Peter Niemann Timothy Proschold 
Carl & Lisa Nikkel Dominic & Dolores Pugliese 
Kathleen Noonan Sergio Quezada & Norma 
Maigonis & Anita Norans Rodriguez 
Jeffrey & Laura Norris Christopher Quillen 
Jose & Colette Nuno Gordon & Cathlyn Rado 
Daniel Nunotani Roberto Raffaelli 
Laura & Matthew Nuzzo Michelle Rahn 
Bradley & Kim Oblak Francine Ramu 
Dana & Sean O’Brien Michael Ransom & Linda 
Macera-Ransom Kimberly & Raymond Ochoa 
Fereydoon Rassuli Donald & Joy Oestreicher 
Brendan Lin Lee Marusin Robert Mijares Fern & John Rathe Beth & Joseph Ogonowski 
Clifford Lin Michael & Uma Mason Bernita Miller Raymond & Sandy Ravizza Jill & Paavo Ogren 
Rebecca Lindsay Diane & Fred Massetti James Miller Lori Redhair Eric Oien 
Cynthia & Daniel Linebarger Osamu Matsushita Jeffrey Miller Bruce & Janine Reed Daniel O’Keeffe 
Dennis & Rebecca Lingo Thomas Maughan & Lisa Mark Miller Carl & Eileen Reinwald Larry Olsen Walder Maughan George Liviakis Mark & Sharon Miller Jesus & Monica Resendez Gregory Omweg Janice & Peter Maxson Glen & Claire Locke Tamara & Eric Miller Oliva Reyes David & Patricia Orton Christina & Daniel McCarty Patricia & Paul Lockyer Paul Mitts Grant & Suzanne Reynolds Richard & Jodie Oubre Linda & James McClain Floreto Lomibao Ira & Kelli Moch Neva Rezansoff Albert & Doris Ovadia Shawn McCleskey Roger & Claretta Longden John & Courtney Molina Lori & Michael Rice Charles Ozanich Jeffrey McClure 
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Donors: Bud & Lauri Pilling
 
He remembers nights and 
weekends spent working on 
projects at Cal Poly 
“In my senior year I was in a 
manufacturing processes class 
with about ten other guys,” 
recalls Frank E. “Bud” Pilling. 
“We were paired up in different 
projects and we spent classroom 
time and also nights and 
Saturdays working on them. 
Francis Whiting, our wonderful 
instructor, kept in touch with us 
though the years.” 
Having earned a degree in 
mechanical engineering in 1950, 
Bud went on to a career in which 
he rose through the corporate 
ranks, primarily at Borg-Warner, 
to become president of the 
company’s Automotive Group. 
“I have always recognized that 
the education I received at 
Cal Poly was a major factor in 
my career movement at Borg-
Warner,” he says. “Now I want to 
help the college provide the best 
for its students, so they may have a chance to be successful as well.” 
Bud and his wife Lauri established an Endowed Fellowship for Senior Projects. The endowment will provide up 
to $10,000 per year when fully funded to support students working on individual or group senior projects. The 
gift continues a Pilling legacy to the College of Engineering, including a $1 million gift in 1993. In 1994, Cal Poly 
dedicated its Computer Science Building as the “Frank E. Pilling Building” in recognition of Pilling’s generosity 
and support. 
“We really enjoy seeing what the students at Cal Poly are doing, and we have a grandson there now, in business 
agriculture,” says Bud. “Lauri and I feel that it’s especially important to support engineering and agriculture, 
which are vital for the country. We need to feed people, and to be a leader in the world, we need engineering 
know-how. 
“We want to encourage students who are curious, ambitious, and willing to work hard. We wish them—and Cal 
Poly—our best.” 
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Mark Richards Daniel Scollon Rodger & Martha Stone David & Kimberly Venancio Christina Wong 
Michael & Carrie Richards Randall & Terry Scott Jonathan & Leticia Storie Robert Verheul Gordon Wood 
John Richardson Michael & Margaret Scrobonia Robert Storment Benjamin Villac Jessie Wood 
Scott & Susan Rikimaru Charles & Jean Seamer David & Connie Stornetta Jacqueline & John Vitt Dennis & Betty Woodson 
Chaim & Malka Rinde Jennifer Seguin Richard & Donna Strangfeld Michael Vlach Peter Woodward 
James & Karen Ritchey Holly Semler Michael Strasser Henry Vo David Wright 
James Roberts Carl Sequeira Andrew Streenan Nestor Voronka Tamara & Michael Wright 
Kari & Graeme Roberts Paul Shandi Trevor Strohman Donna & Phong Vu Thomas Wright 
James Robinson Stanley Shaner Milton Stromberg Jonna & Steven Wagner Michael Wyatt 
Jeffrey Roecks Kathy & Patrick Shannon C. & Norma Stuck Bret & Rebecca Wahl George Yamaguchi 
David Rogers & Helene Milton & Birgitte Shannon Elmer Suarez Erik & Johnnine Wahl Steven Yep 
McVanner David & Carole Sharp Jose & Vivian Suarez David Waite Keith & J. York 
Keith Rogers Jonathan Sheehan Bruce & Margaret Summers Rene & Wayne Walker Bruce Yost 
Matthew Rogers Steven & Catherine Shepard Kris & Sylvia Surano Steven Walker Catherine Young 
Francois Rogez Clinton & Martha Sherburne Robert Sutter Phil & Shirley Wall Janet Young 
Steven & Shirley Roldan Wayne Shiroma Margaret Swassing Michael & Deborah Walton Timothy & Lisa Young 
Edward & Lynda Romano Philip & Valerie Shore John & Sermin Taber Kevin & Susan Waltz Lamont & Patricia Youngborg 
Nestor & Patricia Romo Akemi & James Short Alan & Kelly Takahashi William & Linda Wanamaker Waiman Yu 
Erlinda Ronas Nadine & Oscar Siguenza Edwin & Suzanne Talley Charles Wang Ariel Yucel 
Karolyn Ronzano Claudia Bravo Silverman & Alan Simon Tam Heng Wang Lawrence & Rachel Yuen 
George & Sharon Rose Silverman Steven Tanasse John & Carol Ward Linda & Kendall Zigler 
Gregory & Robin Rose Robert Simons Brian Tashiro Douglas Wardwell & Saundra John Zimmer 
Judith & Steven Rotty John Simpson Carboni-Wardwell Brent Taylor William Zimmerer 
Mark & Vicki Rowson Chance Siri James & Angela Warner Frank & Nina Taylor Michael Zuniga 
Jennifer Rudolph Mark Skoog & Vicki Davey Robert & Barbara Washington Gloria & Neil Taylor 
Dorota & Thomas Runyan Russell & Victoria Skutley Monte Watanabe Grant & Jane Taylor We would like to thank 
Dean & Patricia Rupprecht David Smith Roger Watt Louis Taylor the following donors for Janice Rush Heather & Michael Smith Cameron & Mary Weaver Scott Taylor their in-kind gifts: Ignacio & Martha Saavedra Jared Smith Thomas Weaver Bradlee & Lynda Terry 
Charles Sainz Kent & Roberta Smith Zacharie Webber Nicholas Fortune Thomas Thompson 
Robert & May Saiz Nathan Smith Jane & William Weber Daniel & Pamela Franchi Richard Tippett 
Sumio & Hiromi Sakata Roy & Marites Smith Jacquie Weills Allen & Kathryn Litten Theodore Tokumoto 
John & Sherrie Salsman Steven Smith Eugene & Barbara Weisenberg Brian & Kathy Metcalf Matthew Topp 
Charles & Danielle Samson Annette Snow David & Jo Ann Weiss Donald & Lee O’Daniel Charles Towne 
Richard & Neva Samuelson Kimberley Snowden Ashley Wells Jackson Pang Betty Ann & Eugene Traganza 
Claudia & Ennio Sanchez Megan Snyder Kenneth & Elizabeth Wells Phil Quaglino Susan & William Traganza 
Mauricio Sanchez Rudolf Snyders Andria Welsh John Sexton Lucas Treffkorn 
John Sapia Helen Sole Scott & Bonnie Wentworth Buttschardt-Vierthaler Trust Jowelle & Thomas Trimble 
Harry Saporta & Lurae Stuart Gabriel & Eloisa Soto Jeffrey Wetter Eva Young Christopher Tringali 
Daniel Saraliev Mark & Anna Sousa Robert & Janet Whitaker Edwin & Oanh Trinh 
Forrest Sass Kimberly & William Souza Matt White Steven Trolan 
Kym Savage Patrick Sparks David Whitesel Francisco Trujillo 
Carl Sawtell Robert Spayde Ron & Mary Whitten Mark Trutanich 
Philip Saxe John Spencer Martin & Julie Wilcox Raymond Tsztoo 
James & Marti Scalise Cathy & David Sperry Kenneth Wilkinson Darren Tucker 
David & Christine Schade Monica & Ron Spini Douglas Williams Michael & Ana Tucker 
Jake Schaffner Robert Spring Timothy Williams & Krista Joan & Robert Twiggs 
Douglass Justin & Claudia Schalesky Frank & Cathy Springer Christopher Twomey 
Mark & Lynda Wills Friedrich & Rose Schanke Jack & Daphne Stammer Richard & Wendy Van Gaasbeck 
Gregory Wilson William & Kathy Scheiber Daniel & Amy Stammerjohn Lyle & Marian Van Vleet 
Bret & Carolyn Winkler Susan Schley Aaron Stearrett Mary & Lee VanderLinden 
James Winters Leo & Sharyn Schmidt Karyn & Philip Steckling Amanda Vaughan 
Bradley & Jennifer Withers Scott Schnurbusch David & Martha Stephens James & Shelley Vaughn 
Dennis & Lana Wittman Cory Schrack Mark & Brenda Stiles Carlos & Gloria Velarde 
Brian & Janet Wolf Fredrick & Suzanne Schuman Maureen & Robert Stine Robert & Herminia Velasquez 
Dean & Patricia Wolfe Lawrence Schwab 
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 Scholarship Recipient
 
Pui Ying “Andrea” Lam
 
Industrial Engineering 
George E. Hoffman Scholarship 
Herbert E. Collins Scholarship 
Material Handling Education 
Foundation  Scholarship 
“I came to the U.S. from Hong Kong at 16 to take 
advantage of the educational opportunities. My 
parents stayed behind because of their jobs, but my 
sister also attended high school here, at San Luis High, 
so I’ve been her acting guardian throughout her high 
school years. I’m proud to say she’s going to UC Davis 
next fall, while I’m joining Cisco in San Jose. 
“I have loved Cal Poly and learned so much. It has 
changed me and made me a better person. I was very 
shy, but I’ve learned to be more outgoing. For my 
senior project I was the project manager for an RFID 
system. It was a little overwhelming, but I got a lot out 
of it. My professor, Tali Freed, has been a great mentor, 
always saying, ‘Andrea, you need to be more assertive!’ 
Plus, I have a wonderful department—even people 
outside the major see us as tight. My favorite part of 
IME is the people.” 
–  –
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Endowments
 
Donald E. Bently Professional Endowment in Mechanical Engineering $7,708,780 
Constant J. Chrones and Dorothy F. Chrones Endowment Fund $4,125,082 
Reinhold Endowment $3,411,813 
Bert & Candace Forbes Endowed Professorship Fund $3,032,097 
Brown Family Foundation Endowment for Engineering Excellence $2,511,458 
Frank E. Pilling Engineering Endowment $2,310,783 
Bert & Candace Forbes Engineering Lab Endowment Fund $1,512,452 
J.L. Moore Fellowship $1,459,162 
Adele Alessio Scholarship Endowment $1,378,991 
Lockheed Engineering Professional Endowment $1,012,261 
Richard & Julie Hood Endowment for Electrical Engineering $898,257 
Harold R. Frank Applied Magnetics Scholarship Endowment $827,736 
Constant J. and Dorothy F. Chrones Professorship Endowment $595,996 
St. Jude Medical Corporation CRMD Endowment $499,332 
Mechanical Engineering Discretionary Quasi Endowment $472,956 
Litton Industries Scholarship $336,653 
FMC Materials Engineering Endowment $334,165 
Fund for Excellence in Computer Science $333,594 
Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Education Endowment $327,624 
Frank & Lauri Pilling Endowment for Senior Project $326,330 
Don Chapin Company Scholarship Endowment $284,916 
Paul & Virginia Wright Engineering Endowment $198,984 
John P. Aldrich Memorial Endowment $180,566 
James E. Brennan Swedish-American Exchange Program Endowment $151,103 
Thomas A. & John P. Benton Memorial Scholarship Endowment $126,221 
Walter T. Wells Scholarship Endowment $111,594 
Brad E. Yackle Scholarship in Computer Science Endowment $107,135 
Roy N. Poage Memorial Scholarship Endowment $99,022 
Mechanical Engineering Faculty Professional Development Endowment $92,224 
Reinhold Aero Eng Scholarship Endowment $84,177 
Osteyee Family Scholarship Endowment $83,409 
Donald Chivens Memorial Scholarship $80,086 
Young & Stella Louis Endowment Fund $78,715 
Bill Evans Scholarship Endowment $77,989 
Keith Uncapher Memorial Scholarship Endowment $77,771 
Allen J. Larsen Memorial Scholarship $77,096 
Solar Turbines Rotor Dynamics Internship Endowment $75,631 
Morris P. Taylor Memorial Scholarship Endowment $73,302 
Winfield & Jane Arata Aerospace Engineering Industrial Advisory Board Endowment Fund $67,948 
W & D Anderson Electrical Engineering Scholarship $63,860 
G. David Jang ME Quasi Endowment $62,206 
George E. Hoffman Scholarship Endowment $60,732 
Tandem Computers Endowment $56,600 
Industrial & Manufacturing Engineering Quasi Endowment $54,260 
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Charles H. Black Scholarship Endowment $53,442 
Langchen & Wulian Chou Endowment $51,934 
Mechanical Engineering Endowment $51,594 
Anderson Family Outstanding Freshman IE Scholarship Endowment $47,487 
Aero Engineering Building Fund Quasi Endowment $38,864 
Horace C. Morana Scholarship Endowment $38,810 
MEP Endowment $38,444 
Civil & Environmental Engineering Advisory Board Professional Advancement Award $37,079 
George & Tonny Murray Scholarship Endowment $34,130 
Aerospace Systems Scholarship Endowment $34,049 
Richard F. Burris Endowment $32,460 
W.D. Forgeng Scholarship Award $29,916 
William Squires Fowler Scholarship $29,556 
Demcak Facilities Engineering Award $27,911 
Stephen E. Cooper Endowment $27,174 
Dragoslav M. Misic Scholarship Endowment $26,949 
Accenture Scholarship Endowment $26,798 
APWA/Herbert E. Gerfen Endowment $26,778 
John Stephen Larson Memorial Scholarship Endowment $24,865 
Clinton Schwieker M.E. Endowment $23,462 
Accenture Outstanding Junior Industrial Engineering Scholarship Endowment $22,961 
George Hoffman Memorial Quasi Endowment $22,814 
Andrew Wacht Scholarship Endowment $22,771 
Spaulding Scholarship Endowment $22,406 
Millard J. Fotter Scholarship Endowment $22,346 
Charles Peter White Scholarship Endowment $22,169 
Joe Jackson Memorial Scholarship Endowment $21,464 
Dr. & Mrs. Chan F. Lam Achievement Scholarship Endowment $19,789 
Engineering Faculty Development Quasi Endowment $19,153 
Cordner Gibson and Ace Smith Scholarship Endowment $19,012 
Michael Orion Sass Memorial Scholarship $17,917 
Konrad Meissner Scholarship Endowment $16,763 
Electrical Engineering Scholarship Endowment $16,709 
R.M. & J.A. Simpson Memorial Endowment $15,673 
Sandlin Aircraft Design Award $15,439 
Warren Stauffer Memorial Aerospace Engineering Scholarship Endowment $15,419 
Warren Stauffer Memorial Computer Engineering Scholarship Endowment $15,419 
Harold & Judy Cota Award $15,220 
Russ Cummings Sophomore Aircraft Award $14,688 
Robert E. Wulf Aerospace Engineering Scholarship $10,590 
Lars Larsen Engineering Scholarship Endowment $10,310 
Rory & Rosemarie Cooper Endowment in Electrical Engineering $8,254 
Environmental Research Foundation Award Endowment $6,764 
William H. McKeen Memorial Award Endowment $5,571 
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